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A B S T R A C T
Future visions of the Internet of Things and Industry 4.0 demand
for large scale deployments of mobile devices while remov-
ing the numerous disadvantages of using batteries: degrada-
tion, scale, weight, pollution, and costs. However, this requires
computing platforms with extremely low energy consumptions,
and thus employ ultra-low-power hardware, energy harvesting
solutions, and highly efficient power-management hardware
and software. The goal of these power management solutions
is to either achieve power neutrality, a condition where energy
harvest and energy consumption equalize while maximizing
the service quality, or to enhance power efficiency for conserv-
ing energy reserves. To reach these goals, intelligent power-
management decisions are needed that utilize precise energy
data. This thesis discusses the measurement of energy in em-
bedded systems, both online and by external equipment, and
the utilization of the acquired data for modeling the power con-
sumption states of each involved hardware component. Further-
more, a method is shown to use the resulting models by instru-
menting preexisting device drivers. These drivers enable new
functionalities, such as online energy accounting and energy
application interfaces, and facilitate intelligent power manage-
ment decisions. In order to reduce additional efforts for device
driver reimplementation and the violation of the separation of
concerns paradigm, the approach shown in this thesis synthesizes
instrumentation aspects for an aspect oriented programming lan-
guage, so that the original device-driver source code remains
unaffected. Eventually, an automated process of energy mea-
surement and data analysis is presented. This process is able to
yield precise energy models with low manual effort. In combi-
nation with the instrumentation synthesis of aspect code, this
method enables an accelerated creation process for energy mod-
els of ultra-low-power systems. For all proposed methods, em-
pirical accuracy and overhead measurements are presented. To
support the claims of the author, first practical energy aware
and wireless-radio networked applications are showcased: An
energy-neutral light sensor, a photovoltaic-powered seminar-
room door plate, and a sensor network experiment testbed for
research and education.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Nowadays, visions of the Internet of Things (IoT) portray a
world that is pervaded by computational systems, so that even
ordinary items have the power to autonomously manage their
status and to communicate over a wireless network. However,
batteries are currently the only viable solution for supplying
power to mobile computational devices, thus limiting the
range of possible system applications, especially in mass de-
ployments, like envisioned in several Industry 4.0 scenarios.
Thesis statementSystem software that utilizes precise energy models to become
aware of the electrical energy1 production and consumption
of device components enables efficient power management
solutions. This results in decreased recharge cycles of existing
battery powered solutions. In combination with energy har-
vesting technologies, it enables new battery free applications.
The next chapters of the following thesis will scientifically
substantiate this claim.
1.1 motivation and relevance
“ Programmers will not be able to afford to be ig-norant about the energy cost of the programs theywrite . . . You need tools that give you feedback and
tell you how good your decisions are.
S. Furber, principal designer ARM microprocessor [1] ”
The purposes for the IoT vary widely, from Industry 4.0 ap-
plications to the consumer market. The vision behind the term
Industry 4.0 is to decouple production and logistic processes by
using autonomous machines, conveyors and containers. In the
consumer market, the focus rests on usability and convenience
for the user, with a product lineup ranging from smart refrigera-
tors that automatically replenish consumed food, to completely
automated homes (“smart homes”) that optimize comfort and en-
ergy usage for residents. While IoT devices for cable-powered
1 If not mentioned otherwise, the term energy always refers to electrical energy
in this thesis. Unlike energy in general, electrical energy can be produced
and consumed.
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environments are already available in the consumer market, the
design of cordless systems is still challenging. Currently, there
are only two technologies predominant on the market for IoT
and Industry 4.0 systems:
Market-ready power
supply technologies
for Industry 4.0 and
the IoT
Battery powered devices with considerable computational or
communicational abilities, and induction powered devices, like
smart cards and radio-frequency identification (RFID) tags that
only work in a well defined environment and offer limited com-
putational abilities.
Either of these power supply approaches has its down-
sides: Battery powered devices need frequent maintenance to
recharge or replace the batteries. While this might seem incon-
venient, yet still acceptable, for consumer devices like smart
phones, it is unreasonable for some Industry 4.0 concepts,
where several thousand to several millions of goods containers
equipped with battery driven technology would require an
untenable amount of maintenance. [51] Additionally, current
lithium-based battery technologies suffer from a limited life-
time of two to three years. Furthermore, they increase weight
and size, pose a fire hazard, and contribute to environmental
pollution.
On the other hand, induction powered devices only work in
close proximity to the source of an electromagnetic field. While
this enables quick and cordless connections to a power source,
it does not significantly increase mobility.
Energy harvesting However, there is a plethora of matured technologies for har-
vesting energy from the environment, e.g., photovoltaics and ki-
netic harvesters. But, due to their low and transient power gen-
eration, they only find use in large-scale installations within
highly exposed environments. Thus, besides the photovoltaic-
powered pocket calculators of the 1980s, these technologies did
not find their way into many designs of small-scale embedded
systems until recently.
Example
Applications
Still, energy harvesting technologies, combined with efficient
power management software components, enable a broad vari-
ety of applications, for example:
goods containers The aforementioned scenario of the
mass deployment of embedded systems within goods
containers (bins, pallets) enables monitoring and control-
ling of logistic processes.
machine monitoring Sensor systems that monitor exter-
nal parameters of machines, like noise, vibration, radia-
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tion, temperature, preferably powered by harvesting en-
ergy from these emissions.
information display Frequently updated display systems
that are easy to install, or even mobile, like door plates for
seminar rooms, or shelf labels in stores.
Furthermore, existing battery powered applications can be
supported by methods and technologies of transiently powered
devices. As an example, a smart watch can benefit from har-
vesting light, kinetic energy and temperature gradients [49], as
well as from energy-aware system software. It is remarkable
that in 2019, smart watches still require daily battery recharges,
while the analogous automatic watch, harvesting energy from
the arm movement of their owner, was invented in 1914.
To achieve energy efficient system designs, all hard- and soft-
ware components need to be optimized. Manufactures for em-
bedded system hardware now have a strong focus on energy
efficiency. For example, TI has developed the ultra-low power
(ULP) MSP430 microcontroller unit (MCU) family [75], with a
plethora of concomitant components like radio transceivers and
power supply solutions, and ARM offers the Cortex-M family as
a low-power solution [5].
Premises of
power-management
are not fulfilled for
ultra low power
systems.
On the software side, power-management solutions need
to become more efficient. For systems scaling up from smart
phones, there is an implicit premise to power management: The
power consumption of power-management algorithms and on-
line power measurements is negligible, because the periphery
and the actual software applications consume a great quantity
of the available power. Thus, any reduction of periphery or ap-
plication central processing unit (CPU) utilization quickly yields
positive effects on overall energy consumption.
Yet, with ULP devices, this might not be true. It is easy to
create situations where the improvident use of power man-
agement algorithms increases the overall power consumption
in this system class. For example, when a CPU requires more
power than a periphery component, the power-management al-
gorithms for that said component can have a malicious impact.
This is shown in more detail in Chapter 6.
Economic
considerations are
essential for
mass-deployment of
IoT devices
Apart from technical aspects, the costs for hardware com-
ponents and system design must become part of research in-
tentions, as they highly influence the acceptance of technical
solutions, especially because mass deployment is an important
property of many IoT applications. An important element for
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reducing design expenses is the availability of ready-to-use sys-
tem software, as it reduces the efforts of individual energy
modeling, accounting and power management. For this reason,
there is a focus on operating system integration of power man-
agement methods for ULP systems in this thesis.
As stated before, another important aspect is the production
costs of hardware components. This requires simple solutions
to complex problems like power measurement and adaptation
to transient energy income. This special case will be addressed
in Chapter 5, showing the economic impact of re-thinking con-
ventional power-management solutions.
Requirement of
interdisciplinary
expertises
In conclusion, it is challenging to design an IoT system that
uses radio technology, has reasonable computational power,
predictable reliability, is power efficient and inexpensive, as
this spreads among several disciplines of science. Understand-
ing and optimizing energy-harvesting technologies and energy
buffers (capacitors, batteries) requires an expertise in this spe-
cial field of electronic engineering. Creating models for energy
production and consumption that can be calculated on ULP
processors requires special knowledge about power measure-
ment next to an expertise in computer science. Optimizing
power consumption, e.g. of radio communications, requires
deep knowledge about radio technologies, network protocols
and hardware/software interactions. Although there have been
a plethora of approaches for each topic in one of the disciplines,
a multi-disciplinary view and a compound understanding is
still required to combine, extend and interweave them. This the-
sis is an endeavor to combine methods of electrical engineering
with computer science and software engineering for optimizing
energy consumption of ULP devices at the hardware/software
interface.
1.2 research questions
Existing approaches to energy measurement, energy modeling,
and software implementation of energy models need to be inte-
grated in a system platform concept to enable efficient power-
management solutions.Interdisciplinary
approaches required
Yet, state-of-the-art research is barely
interdisciplinary, i.e., approaches in energy measurement tech-
nologies do not take the special demands of measurements in
the field of ULP energy modeling into account, namely the
requirement for software-synchronized measurements with ac-
ceptable time resolution and accuracy. Research in the field of
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energy models does not consider the acquisition of measure-
ment values, thus making these approaches difficult to apply in
automated measurement environments. Furthermore, energy
models are typically constructed to be highly precise by re-
specting complex system interactions, but rarely suit the re-
quirement for being applicable as low-overhead online models
in an ULP (i.e., 8/16 bit) CPU environment. This leads to the
following research questions:
question block 1 : What are reasonable methods to mea-
sure and model energy consumptions of components of
ULP embedded systems? What is the possible accuracy
of such models? Can they be applied to operating system
software to account energy consumption, and what is the
energetic overhead of this?
question block 2 : What are efficient and inexpensive
online-measurement methods for transiently powered
systems? How can they be used to adapt the system load
to energy income? Does this have a positive impact on
the system’s up time?
question block 3 : Can energy measurement and modeling
be automated to become easily applicable for application
developers? Can energy aware software be synthesized
from these models?
1.3 scientific contributions
This thesis provides contributions to answer the research ques-
tions of the previous section.
contribution 1 : An energy measurement approach for
measuring the relevant parameters of ULP embedded
systems. This approach includes the development of
specialized measurement equipment.
contribution 2 : A low-cost online measurement approach
for photovoltaic powered ULP systems, allowing the
adaptation of the system’s workload to energy income.
contribution 3 : A finite-state machine driven approach to
modeling the energy consumption of typical ULP system
components, and a method to utilize the model in the
drivers of a system, enabling precise energy accounting
at low overhead.
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contribution 4 : The combination of energy measurement,
modeling and automated software generation to enable
automated energy measurement of a hardware platform,
automated cost-annotation of the state-machine models
and the automated synthesis of energy-accounting hard-
ware drivers.
1.4 outline of the thesis
This thesis combines and researches approaches of different
fields. After the definition of basic terms and a presentation
of the state of the art, this thesis exhibits a construction flow
for energy models and their implementation in ULP systems.
Starting from energy measurement technologies, measured val-
ues are used to form models for CPU and peripheral devices.
Then, these models are used to create implementations that al-
low efficient online accounting of energy consumptions. In a
last step, the whole measurement, modeling and implementa-
tion process is integrated into an automated modeling and syn-
thesis concept.
chapter 2 : This chapter introduces basic concepts of energy
and the corresponding terms in the fields of physics and
electronic engineering, and is intended to enable readers
with a background in computer science to understand the
used terms of the interdisciplinary approaches.
chapter 3 : This chapter presents the state of the art in the
relevant fields of research.
chapter 4 : This chapter introduces energy measurement ter-
minologies, technologies and important aspects of elec-
trical engineering in this field. It showcases an own ap-
proach: MIMOSA, a device to measure the energy con-
sumption of ULP embedded system components in their
respective states.
chapter 5 : This chapter summarizes challenges in the field
of in-situ energy measurements for photovoltaic powered
ULP devices, especially under the aspect of economic con-
sequences in mass production. A new concept to measure-
ment is shown that enables a high degree of adaptivity to
energy income while showing additional prototype costs
below 10 eurocents. This is achieved by using parasitic
effects of typical MCUs.
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chapter 6 : Here, a finite-state-machine modeling concept is
presented that enables energy accounting for hardware
components. The concept is then implemented into the
driver layer of an embedded operating system to show
the feasible accuracy and overhead. A concept of coher-
ence between driver implementation and energy model is
shown, that allows to automate the process of driver instru-
mentation, i.e., the deployment of energy accounting code
within the existing drivers of embedded system software.
chapter 7 : This chapter combines approaches of the previ-
ous chapters to an automated measurement and driver
synthesis concept. Here, a structural (not cost-annotated)
finite-state-machine model is automatically converted
into system software for measuring the cost factors of the
model. The results are analyzed and re-instantiated to
refine or validate the model. The final result will then be
used to generate energy-accounting drivers.
chapter 8 : This chapter shows the practical application of
shown concepts in two projects. Both projects use a min-
imal, monolithic operating system named Kratos that I
developed as testbed for this thesis. First, the Solar Door-
plate project is portrayed, a door tag for office and seminar
rooms that is completely driven by indoor photovoltaics.
The Solar Doorplates are able to communicate their en-
ergetic status via radio communication, making it possi-
ble to schedule remote updates of their display. Second,
the PhyNetLab project is shown, a network of ULP nodes
constructed at the Fraunhofer IML institute in Dortmund.
The PhyNetLab is used to evaluate concepts of ULP engi-
neering in logistics.
chapter 9 : This chapter discusses the results of the vari-
ous research directions shown before as a compound
approach to ULP hardware and software engineering.
1.5 contributions obtained in cooperation
According to §10(2) of the examination regulations of the de-
partment of computer science, TU Dortmund, 2011, a doctoral
dissertation must include a separate list of the author’s contri-
bution to the scientific results that were obtained in coopera-
tion with other persons. As such, the following list provides a
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chapter-wise overview of my contributions to results that were
obtained in cooperation.
For all of my work, Olaf Spinczyk was supervisor and dis-
cussion partner, and provided ideas for several details of the
shown concepts, implementations and evaluations.
chapter 4 : The presented MIMOSA measurement platform
was a collaborative work by Christian Günter and me. I
contributed the fundamental measurement concepts and
the respective parts of the circuit schematics, Christian
Günter created the first prototype and solved many de-
tail problems of the circuitry.
chapter 5 : This formerly unpublished work was completely
developed and evaluated by me. My schematics and re-
sults were presented to Sebastian Drywa as introductory
material for his master thesis under my supervision in
2018. By mistake, Sebastian Drywa omitted to denote the
provided material as an external contribution in his the-
sis. This circumstance is documented in the official assess-
ment to his master thesis.
chapter 6 : I developed the concept of finite-state-machine
based energy accounting within the drivers of an embed-
ded operating system. The implementation and evalua-
tion of the concept was a result of the two master theses
(under my supervision) of Robert Falkenberg and Daniel
Friesel.
chapter 7 : I created the concept of using a measurement
loop with automated evaluation and driver generation.
In his master thesis, Daniel Friesel implemented and
evaluated this concept and added further analysis meth-
ods for function parameter dependencies. Although the
general idea and demand to use machine learning for
this purpose was by me, most of the conceptual work of
the parameter analysis was contributed by Daniel Friesel.
chapter 8 : Kratos is based on an open-source operating-
system implementation called OO-StuBS. Most of the
OO-StuBS code was implemented by Olaf and Ute
Spinczyk. I contributed the Kratos specific conceptual
work and parts of the implementation. Many students
contributed ideas and code under my supervision during
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their thesis works, project groups or assistant employ-
ments. The Solar Doorplate project was initiated as
a project for students by Olaf Spinczyk, Alexander
Lochmann and me, and twelve students (Jan Böcker,
Timo Cramer, Daniel Friesel, Sebastian Lukas Hauer,
Michael Müller, Todor Nikolov, Benedikt Ruthenberg,
Daniel Smit, Merlin Stampa, Martin Strzelczyk, David
Tondorf, Franz-Bernhard Tuneke) worked on it for one
year under our supervision. The PhyNetLab hardware
platform was completely created at the Chair of “Förder
und Lagerwesen (FLW)”,TU-Dortmund, and the Fraun-
hofer IML institute. I supported the development of
hardware and software with energy measurements, soft-
ware components and test results.

2
E N E R G Y I N U LT R A L O W P O W E R S Y S T E M S
This chapter will briefly discuss energy relevant components
of mobile computational systems. A more comprehensive intro-
duction into the basic concepts of electrical energy and energy
measurement will be found in Chapter 4.
2.1 basic terms
An electrical system converts energy of other forms, e.g., chem-
ical bound energy in batteries, or mechanical energy using gen-
erators, into potential energy that is able to transfer electrical
charges. In the following, this step will be denoted as energy
production.
Charge transfers can convert electrical energy into another
form, e.g., heat, light or other emissions. This step will be
denoted as energy consumption or energy storage, depending on
its purpose.
Thus, an electrical system can produce, transfer, store, and
consume electrical energy.
Power is a measure for the rate at which energy is transferred.
In consequence, energy is power integrated over time. Electrical
power is the product of the electric potential, measured in volts,
and the resulting charge current, measured in amperes. Formal
definitions of these terms can be found in Chapter 4.
2.2 sources of electrical energy
Mobile computing systems require special power supply com-
ponents. This section will briefly discuss both storage and en-
ergy harvesting technologies for embedded systems.
2.2.1 Batteries
Batteries are currently the most important power source for mo-
bile systems, as they offer high energy densities while usually
being safe to handle. They use chemically bound energy to gen-
erate a mostly constant voltage. Batteries are segregated into
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two categories:primary cells,
secondary cells
Primary cells, which are single-use devices, and
secondary cells, which are rechargeable and thus can revert the
chemical reaction of the discharge process when a sufficient
source of electrical energy is connected.
Primary cells are alkaline or lithium-based devices and of-
fer standardized form factors. They show low leakage currents
and thus can conserve their charge over long times. This allows
them to be stocked for several months and makes them an ideal
solution for infrequently used items.long storage,
standard form
factors, limited
re-use
Their recharging potential
is limited to about ten cycles, but only if treated properly and
by using special constant-current recharging stations. They con-
tribute considerably to environmental pollution.
Secondary cells, currently mostly based on lithium-ion (Li-
Ion) technology, are the most common type of batteries and
are used in systems with a high and continuous energy de-
mand, like smart phones and mobile computers.rechargeable,
limited lifetime
Depending
on the battery construction and materials, charge behavior and
storage temperature, Li-Ion batteries allow for several thousand
recharge cycles1, but undergo a continuous aging process, lim-
iting their lifetime to 2-5 years2.
Another battery technology are rechargeable alkali manganese
(RAM) cells.RAM cells as a
compromise
These are available in standard form factors and
based on alkaline cells, allowing up to 100 recharge cycles [42]
while still showing low leakage currents. Their purpose is to re-
place primary alkaline cells to lower the environmental impact.
Besides offering several advantages, like constant voltage,
high energy density, and ease-of-use, batteries expose several
disadvantages:
• Li-Ion batteries have a limited lifetime of 2-5 years.
• Missing standardization and hard-wiring limits replace-
ment options for many secondary cells.
• Due to aging processes (partially influenced by environ-
mental factors), the charge state is hard to determine and
the time of full discharge is hard to predict.
• For large scale sensor network deployments of several
hundreds or thousands of nodes, e.g., in Industry 4.0 sce-
1 e.g., 4711 recharge cycles at 20% depth of discharge, C/2 charge rate, and
25 ◦C [79]
2 e.g., 80% discharge resistance increase after 400 days storage at 25 ◦C and
50% charge [37]
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narios, replacement and material costs can become critical
[3].
• Environmental conditions (temperature and humidity)
are highly constrained.
• Batteries greatly contribute to system size and weight, of-
ten being the heaviest component of a system.
• Lithium-based batteries expose danger of fire after physi-
cal damage.
• Battery leaks release toxic and corrosive materials.
• Battery production and disposal contribute to environ-
mental pollution.
2.2.2 Super Capacitors
Super capacitors are a subsequent development of electrical
capacitors, which store electrical energy in a self-preserving
electrostatic field. Super capacitors increase charge density by
using electro-chemical reactions in combination with advanced
double-layer capacitor technologies. They achieve significantly
higher capacitances than conventional electrolyte capacitors,
but still only yield about 5-15% of the energy density of bat-
teries [67]. Their voltage range is usually limited to below
4 V.
super capacitors
complement
batteries
Super capacitors complement the advantages and disadvan-
tages of batteries: They show reduced aging effects (20% capaci-
tance reduction in 5-10 years [34]) and thus reduce replacement
requirements, but their high leakage currents limit their energy
storage abilities to several hours.
This makes super capacitors a viable choice for long time
deployments with frequent recharge possibilities, especially in
energy-harvesting supplied systems, where abundant energy
needs to be buffered for a limited amount of time.
2.2.3 Energy Harvesters
Energy harvesters remove the requirement to store energy by
producing electrical power directly from energy available in
the environment. The most prominent technologies will be dis-
cussed in the following subsections.
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2.2.3.1 Electromagnetic Coils and Induction
generators,
microphones
Mechanical energy, including that of sound waves, can be har-
vested by electromagnetic coils. This principle is used in clas-
sical generators of any scale, from power plants to bicycle dy-
namos down to dynamic microphones. Generators induce cur-
rent into a coil by transferring kinetic energy into the movement
or rotation of a magnetic field. Alternatively, electro-magnetic
fields of the environment, e.g., radio waves, can induce electri-
cal current into a coil in the same way. As a prominent exam-
ple, RFID tags are powered by energy induced from the peer
station.
2.2.3.2 Piezo Harversters
Piezo materials are special ceramic and crystal materials that
convert pressure or tension into electricity. Next to common
applications in ignition systems, e.g., igniters in gas heaters or
cigarette lighters, they can be used to power electronic systems
by vibration, concussion and mechanical stress.
2.2.3.3 Thermal Harvesters
Temperature forms a potential energy, so the gradient space
between two spatial points with different temperatures results
in a thermal flow. This can be used to generate electrical cur-
rent by using the Peltier-Seebeck effect: The junction of two
conductive materials creates a temperature-dependent poten-
tial voltage. Thus, two connected junctions in different thermal
conditions result in an electrical current between the junctions
and a heat transfer at the same time.
2.2.3.4 Photovoltaic Cells
Photovoltaic cells (PVCs) convert light into electricity. They
consist of a semiconductor material with doped p-n junctions.
When a photon hits the semiconductor material, it can excite
an electron and move it to the inductor band, thus creating a
free charge carrier. Because of natural charge diffusion at the
p-n junction and the resulting space charge zone, these free
charge carriers can only move to one electrode, creating a static
charge.
PVCs offer a nearly constant voltage (the material dependent
voltage of the space charge zone, e.g., 0.68 V for silicon), un-
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til the external charge transfer (load current) between the elec-
trodes removes the space charge zone. That means, to maximize
the power output of a PVC, the load current must be set to the
point just before the space charge zone collapses. This point
is considered the maximum-power point (MPP). PVCs are often
produced in on-chip serial circuit setups to increase the output
voltage to a desired value. The maximum output current is de-
termined by the size of the p-n junction and the illumination. It
can be further increased by parallel setups, which also increases
the surface area exposed to light.
2.3 consumers of electrical energy
A computational system consumes energy for various purposes.
In the following, the most important power transfer mecha-
nisms will be discussed.
2.3.1 Computational Components
This section will discuss computational components as assem-
blies of logic gates in the commonly used metal-oxide semicon-
ductor (MOS) transistor technology. Energy is consumed by the
transfer of electric charges between the transistors of the log-
ical gates, which causes heat dissipation. The amount of dis-
sipated power can be characterized from different perspectives:
The gate level perspective observes power dissipation by charac-
teristics of the used transistor technology. The instruction level
perspective characterizes power consumption by instructions
and processor operations. The mode level perspective character-
izes power consumption by the system state, e.g., sleep modes
and different computational tasks.
2.3.1.1 Gate Level Observation
The energy consumption of a computational unit, i.e. a CPU or
graphics-processing unit (GPU), is a result of physical parameters
of the used transistor technology. The power dissipation PG for
a logic gate is summed up in Equation 2.1.
PG = Pd + Pl + Pth + Ps (2.1)
Pd is the dynamic dissipation. It occurs when switching the
transistors of the gate, and is dependent on C, the capacity of
the transistors (a technology constant), the switching frequency
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f , and the supply voltage V, as shown in Equation 2.2. Conse-
quently, reducing the supply voltage V has the highest impact
on reducing Pd. However, the switching duration of a transis-
tor increases by reducing V, so that the operating frequency
has to be reduced as well. Still, the transistor can be operated
more efficiently at lower voltages. The energetic optimum of a
MOS transistor in a digital circuit can be achieved by reducing
f as far as acceptable for the purpose, and reducing the supply
voltage V to the lowest feasible value for that frequency.voltage/frequency
scaling
Con-
tinuously adapting the supply voltage and operating frequency
is called dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) and is an
important concept for power saving.
Pd = CV2 f (2.2)
Pl in Equation 2.1 denotes the power dissipated by gate- ox-
ide leakage currents. Leakage currents occur by charge carriers
tunneling through the transistor gates and are technology de-
pendent.
Pth, the sub-threshold leakage dissipation is a special case of
leakage that is a result of using a transistor gate in a narrow
voltage band below the threshold voltage. This region is espe-
cially important for analog circuits, but is to be avoided in digi-
tal applications. Due to the heavy size reduction of present tech-
nologies, the threshold voltage has become so low that the sub-
threshold band exceeds the lower supply voltage. That means,
a digital LOW signal is already in the sub-threshold band for
theses processors, forcing the transistor into inversion mode,
with notable leakage currents.
Ps, the switching current power dissipation, occurs in logic
gates with complementary transistors. When multiple transis-
tors switch simultaneously, a transient current path between
the power supply rails occurs, causing high power peaks.
The distribution of power dissipation between the various
components of Equation 2.1 varies widely, with Pl usually be-
ing below 1%, and continuously loweing since the introduction
of high-k gate dielectrics [2, 55]). The majority of dissipated
power is shared between the others, depending on structural
size, supply voltage and operating frequency.Pth limits
downscaling of
modern CPUs
By reducing the
structure size of transistors, Pth rises exponentially, and is one
of the most important limiting factors for size and supply volt-
age reduction.
While power observations at the transistor or gate level yield
important results for choosing technologies, supply voltage and
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operating frequencies, it is difficult to determine the accurate
momentary power dissipation of a whole CPU at this level, be-
cause the status of all gates has to be considered. Simulations
enable accurate results for discrete logic circuits, but cannot ef-
ficiently handle the complexity of modern processors.
2.3.1.2 Instruction Level Observation
Observing the power dissipated per CPU instruction opens
the door for optimizing the energy consumption of algorithms.
This can be achieved by ordering instructions and by avoiding
power-intensive instructions where possible, e.g. by switching
from floating point arithmetics to fixed point arithmetics.
The accurate determination of per-instruction power con-
sumption is challenging, as it requires to model the effects
of execution order, bus utilization and memory hierarchies
[71]. Additionally, instruction arguments influence the energy
consumption of an instruction [56].
However, the control flow within a system is usually not
deterministic, as preemptive scheduling, hardware interrupts,
and varying external data impede the prediction of instruction
orders and the utilization of caches. indeterministic
control flow limits
accuracy
This limits the use of in-
struction level energy models to either general predicates or to
highly deterministic systems, e.g. highly critical hard real-time
systems.
2.3.1.3 Mode Level Observation
Processing units often have a set of operational modes, e.g. mul-
tiple sleep modes for energy management. In the special case
of MCUs, there may be an extended set of modes, as they often
allow to control the power supply of on-chip peripheral com-
ponents as well.
To estimate processor power consumptions, a mode-based
energy model can be used. Most often, especially for online
power management purposes, this model simply uses an aver-
age power consumption value for each mode.
physical modes
describe the power
state of a controller
The accuracy of this method depends on the variance of
the power consumption within a single mode. If the variance
is high, e.g. because computational operations consume consid-
erably virtual modes
describe different
algorithmic CPU
loads
more power than memory operations in a given archi-
tecture, the system becomes hard to predict. In this case it can
be useful to extend the model of physical modes of the pro-
cessor by virtual modes for different types of algorithms. E.g.,
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a floating-point computational mode can yield higher accura-
cies for processes with this respective computational load. This
method implies knowledge about computational characteristics
of different processes, tasks or functions.
Mode tracking can occur in hardware and software. Texas
Instrument’s EnergyTrace technology (as used in the MSP430
MCU series) is an example for hardware mode tracking: Here,
the CPU sleep modes can be continuously tracked during de-
bugging sessions. By software tracking, modes of CPUs and
periphery can be tracked on the operating system level to drive
power management decisions. This will be further discussed in
Chapter 6.
2.3.2 Peripheral Components
The periphery of a CPU consists of a plethora of devices
that suit various purposes and that consume energy by dis-
tinct mechanisms. A brief overview – without any claim to
completeness – will be presented here.
2.3.2.1 Displays
Displays can be divided into two categories:
static displays (“ePaper”, “eInk”) do not require energy
no energy for image
display, high energy
for updates
to sustain an image, but require energy to change it. This
type of displays uses mechanical mechanisms, usually
controlled by electro-magnetic fields, to rotate or move
pigmented particles. They perform well for the long-term
display of information. However, the mechanical work to
move the pigmented objects requires considerable energy.
Current technologies show high update latencies, so that
animated images cannot be displayed.ghosting effect Also, they suffer
from magnetic imprinting effects (“ghosting”). To prevent
this effect, multiple passes of image updates (including in-
verted images) are required to remove resident magnetic
charges from previous images. This multiplies the energy
demand for display updates and creates a visible and
time consuming “flashing” sequence. To conserve energy
and increase consumer acceptance, some applications,
like e-Book readers, limit the anti-ghosting measures to
every n-th display update, thus trading readability for
energy savings and convenience.
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dynamic displays require continuous power supply to sus-
tain an continuous power
supply required
image. These displays are combinations of light
emitting, light reflecting and/or light occluding devices.
Most common technologies are liquid-crystal display (LCD)
which use liquid crystals and pole filters to occlude
background light by polarization, and light-emitting diode
(LED) displays that use a matrix of LEDs to directly create
a luminescent image. Dynamic displays consume energy
for background illumination (if required) and to power
the LEDs or liquid crystals. Self-illuminating displays
have the highest energy consumption, partly dependent
on the amount of lit pixels. Reflective LCDs show the
lowest energy consumption among dynamic displays.
2.3.2.2 Sensors
By their energy consumptions, sensors can be categorized into
two classes: active, passiveActive and passive sensors. Active sensors create
emissions and sense the reflections. Typical examples are ul-
trasonic sensors used for distance measurements. Passive sen-
sors deliver information about the environment without using
emissions. Active sensors usually show a notably higher energy
consumption.
Depending on their physical parameters and purpose, sen-
sors often have multiple modes or configurations for power
management. For prolonged inactivity periods, active sensors
may (automatically) switch off their signal emission, but this
can be inefficient for continuous use if warm-up or calibration
phases are required after power on. To preserve CPU resources,
some sensors can be configured to sense and signal only spe-
cial events. As an example, some accelerometers offer a free-fall
detection mode and various distance sensors allow for config-
urable proximity alarms.
2.3.2.3 Radio Transmitters
The major part of the consumed energy of radio transmitters
is dissipated by the antenna to form an oscillating electromag-
netic field.
Digital radio transmitters use modulation schemes to convert
data bits to radio signals. A signal carrying information is
called symbol. A single symbol can carry multiple bits, so that
data rate and symbol rate can deviate.
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To conserve energy, the goal is to maximize the data rate
while maintaining the necessary signal strength at the receiving
stations.
However, symbol rate and signal strength are interdependent:
The symbols to send occupy a set of frequencies within the
radio spectrum. These frequencies are a mix of the modula-
tion frequencies, carrier frequencies if needed, and the frequen-
cies of the symbol rate (identical symbol sequences of different
length create different frequencies). Also, neighbor frequencies
and harmonic frequencies occur by the naturally limited per-
formance of the used filters.spectral efficiency A broad frequency range requires
more energy to obtain the same signal quality, because the out-
put energy of the antenna is distributed over the used spectrum.
Also, higher frequencies require more energy than lower. The
quotient of data rate and used spectrum denotes the spectral
efficiency.
This means, a single frequency and low data rate signal (e.g.
Morse code) can be received within a large area, while at the
same output energy a multi-channel audio signal (e.g. FM ra-
dio) only covers a fraction of this area.
Consequently, to conserve energy on the sender, the output
power can be reduced by choosing the minimum viable data
rate and the most spectrum efficient modulation scheme avail-
able. If possible, transmitters should be switched off between
prolonged periods of silence.
2.3.2.4 Radio receivers
Radio receivers use energy to filter and amplify radio signals re-
ceived by their antenna. The power consumption of a listening
receiver is independent of the actual reception of a signal.
Thus, the permanent power consumption of a listening re-
ceiver can pose a high energetic load on a low power device.
To encounter excessive energy profusion for waiting on absent
transmissions, multiple measures can be implemented. If time
synchronization is possible, sender and receiver can use fixed
time slots for transmission. As an extension, time-division mul-
tiplex (TDM) technologies can be used in multi-node networks,
so that bandwidth resources are shared while at the same time
reducing the listening periods of the receivers. However, dy-
namic TDM networks require a complex time management and
increase the overhead of network protocols.
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low-power listeningAnother commonly used method is low-power listening. Here,
the sender prepends radio transmissions by an easy to recog-
nize preamble, e.g. an alternating sequence of symbols that can-
not occur in the actual data stream, for a preconfigured dura-
tion. This increases the power usage of the sender, but limits
the listening duration of the receiver to the minimum time re-
quired for detecting the preamble. The receiver only continues
listening if the preamble was detected. This preamble check
must be repeated at least once per preamble duration. Thus, a
longer preamble duration increases the energy consumption at
the sender, but reduces the energy consumption at the receiver.
2.4 low power and ultra-low power
The terms low power and ultra low power are widely used among
the semiconductor industry, but there seems to be no consis-
tent definition. Often, they are used for marketing purposes to
denote systems that somehow use less power than “standard”
devices.
Nonetheless, there seems to be a common understanding of
these terms when used in a scientific context in the field of em-
bedded systems: Low-power CPUs reduce power on the semi-
conductor level by using transistor technologies that work un-
der reduced supply voltage, usually allowing for DVFS (e.g. in
[29, 58]).
Ultra-low power in
semiconductor
research...
The term ultra-low power is often used in conjunction with
sub-threshold voltage supplies and enhanced hardware power
management, like supply gating, to reduce the sub-threshold
leakage current [78].
...and in IoT
research
In the field of IoT research and engineering, ULP is often
correlated to net power consumption. Here, devices with an
average current consumption below 1 mA are considered ultra-
low power. However, the perception of this term is not limited
to computational units, but also extends to periphery (with
different current thresholds), so that “ultra-low power radio
transceivers” and similar terms can be found. Accordingly, sev-
eral manufacturers, like Texas Instruments and Analog Devices,
have made up whole ULP product families of controllers and
a broad variety of compatible periphery, including displays,
transceivers, and power management hardware.
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2.4.1 Transiently-Powered Systems
The term transiently-powered system (TPS) denotes a class of
systems that is constructed under the assumption of a suddenly
failing power supply. The segregation of transiently-powered
and non-transiently-powered systems is not strictly binary,
as all power supplies have a probability to fail. However, a
transiently-powered system must continuously handle power
events to even become functional. Thus, power failure and
reboot is considered the normal state and has to be dealt with
in hardware and software.
In practice, systems solely powered by energy harvesters are
the most common examples of transiently-powered systems. If
the transient power supply is stabilized by a battery that is able
to bridge all expectable low-energy periods (and thus, special
software treatment of sudden power failures could be omitted),
the system is usually not considered as transiently-powered
within the communities around wireless-sensor networks and
ultra-low-power systems.
2.4.2 Energy-Neutral Systems
Energy-neutral systems are energy-harvesting systems that
adapt their energy consumption to the energy income, e.g.,
by using DVFS and other means of power scaling. By that,
energy-neutral systems have low energy-buffer requirements
while maximizing the availability of their service.
3
S TAT E O F T H E A RT
This chapter gives an overview of the current state of the art in
fields of research of this thesis.
3.1 transiently powered systems
To implement transiently-powered systems, there are two lines
of approach:
saving the system
state
First, there are solutions that can save and restore the sys-
tem state over a power fail [7, 44, 61–63]. Saving the applica-
tion state adds only a slight overhead in hardware and soft-
ware, and many MCUs have means to detect decreases in volt-
age supply (“brown-out”) before they finally fail, which can be
used to achieve state saving. Low overhead and hardware sup-
port makes this approach attractive for avoiding data loss in
applications that store important state data in volatile memory.
However, the process of accessing non-volatile storage devices
may use an extensive amount of energy in a situation short of
energy supply.
adapting to harvestSecond, there are systems that adapt their energy consump-
tion to the energy harvest [6, 14, 33, 43]. The latter are often
referred to as power-neutral
systems
power-neutral systems [6]. These systems try to
avoid power fails by restricting their energy consumption when
necessary, e.g., by reducing data transmissions. This involves
some overheads in technology, as the available energy needs to
be tracked continuously. Chapter 5 will show new approaches
to reduce the additional hardware (and expenses) of online en-
ergy income measurements to the minimums, while Chapter 6
will show that energy consumption tracking can be handled in
software if sufficient energy models are available.
Both approaches to transiently powered systems in their pure
form have their distinct advantages and disadvantages, but can
be combined.
To tackle the problems of power-neutral systems, proposed
system designs make use of energy adaptation by switching
sleep modes [10], or by dynamic frequency scaling (DFS) [6]
or dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) [14]. DVFS cannot adapt
to periphery
These
adaptive approaches only consider CPU energy consumption.
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However, IoT devices, WSN nodes and Industry 4.0 applica-
tions are likely to utilize high-energy periphery, e.g., sensors
and radio transceivers. The proposed system designs cannot
adapt to this type of energetic load. Additionally, I/O commu-
nication under DVFS can even become erroneous, as I/O de-
vices may not be able to handle reduced voltages on data buses
(or require additional hardware), and prolonged I/O latencies
(by reduced CPU frequency) may have a malicious impact on
energy consumption.
Thus, dealing with energy-hungry I/O devices in power-
neutral systems is challenging, especially in situations where
the power consumption of the periphery might be in the range
(or even above) of the maximum power harvest. In this case,
small size energy-buffers, like capacitors, are still needed to
gather enough energy for performing a single peripheral activ-
ity. Yet, the rate of activities has now to be adapted to allow for
charging the capacitors.
online measurement
required
This adaptation process requires a form of energy measure-
ment at either the harvester or the energy buffers. This has to
come at minimal cost and technical effort, since the reduction of
costs, size and weight are some of the most important benefits
over solutions with high-capacity energy storage.
Efficient adaptive circuits for battery-free operations were re-
searched by Brunelli et al. [14]. Here, a maximum power-point
tracker was used to charge a supercap instead of a recharge-
able battery. A charging efficiency of almost 80% was reached,
which they show to be near the optimum for super caps. The
approach proposed in Chapter 5 achieves a charging efficiency
of about 90% for an electrolyte capacitor. The overall system
efficiency reaches almost 70% (see Section 5.4). This is a loss
of only about 10% between the optimum supercap charging
behavior and the power actually consumed for successful ac-
tivities by the periphery. This value was reached without any
additional maximum-power-point tracker (MPPT) hardware.
To scale peripheral loads in power-neutral systems, Gomez et
al. show a hardware approach that collects small charges from
a harvester to create power-bursts for activities [33]. Their ap-
proach shows an efficiency of about 70%. However, their hard-
ware effort is much higher that the solution proposed in Chap-
ter 5.
An augmented approach to online current measurement
without additional components is iCount [26]. Dutta et al.
count the distinct pulses created by pulse frequency modu-
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lated switching regulators and show that this method exhibits
a maximum error of ±20% for estimating the load current of
the regulator. However, while this method is inexpensive, it
does not allow to efficiently estimate buffered energy (which
requires voltage measurements) or energy income (which
requires continuous and precise measurements) and thus is
unsuitable adaptation in energy-neutral systems.
In an endeavor to create a converter free sensor node, Lee and
Chang created SmartPatch [43], a power-neutral UV-level me-
ter that utilizes an external power-cycling power-management
unit. Basically, this unit consists of two comparators that switch
a flip-flop according to an upper and a lower reference voltage.
The flip-flop controls the power output of a PVC using a transis-
tor. With the approach proposed in this thesis, these additional
components become unnecessary for low-power MCUs. Addi-
tionally, the approach of Lee and Chang can not handle tasks
that consume more power than currently harvested, as it has
no energy storage. A comparable measure for the efficiency of
their design was not given.
A comparison of the above approaches will be presented in
Chapter 5, Table 5.4, as far as comparisons are applicable.
Next to measurement based approaches, pure software pre-
diction and accounting methods, like the finite horizon scheme
and astronomic prediction proposed by Buchli et al. [15], have
shown good results for systems in a predictable environment.
Bergonzini et al. [11] give a more comprehensive overview of
prediction and adaptation algorithms suitable for energy har-
vesting nodes. But, prediction methods are of minor use for
energy neutral solutions, which continuously have to adapt in
short intervals to the most recent energy income. Thus, only
energy buffering systems with longer decision intervals benefit
from these approaches.
Comprehensive literature for further reading on energy har-
vesting system fundamentals can be found in [3, 10, 27, 60, 72].
3.2 energy models for online deployment
In this thesis, automata models are used to describe the energy
consumption of embedded periphery and processors. The con-
cept is based on preceding research, so that variants of finite-
state machines (FSMs) were a common base for resource models
during the recent decades [12, 57, 80, 82] (and many others).
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The reason for the popularity of automata models lies in
their simplicity and flexibility. However, the precision and size
of distinct automata instances can vary widely, and finding a
complete and precise state machine representation for complex
hardware can be challenging.
REMES A comprehensive foundation for automata based resource
modeling was contributed by Seceleanu et al. [66], who intro-
duced REMES, a hierarchical FSM model for resource consump-
tions of embedded systems. In their approach, priced timed
automata (PTA) models are used, which are able to incorporate
cost constants and timed transitions. The approach proposed in
Chapter 6 is the minimal subset of priced timed automata (PTA)
model functionality that is required for the representation of
ULP system energy consumptions.
CPU modeling Next to automaton models, there is a variety of modeling ap-
proaches for different purposes: Steinke et al. describe a highly
detailed model for the simulation of the energy consumption
of processors that even considers changes in electrical charge
on all bus connections [71]. While this model yields accurate
results for CPU and memory energy consumption, it can not
be calculated online, and it does not include peripheral energy
consumption. However, this model forms a solid foundation for
detailed CPU energy simulations.
mapping energy to
code locations
The abstraction from actual hardware is driven further by
Tan et al. [73], with the goal to estimate the energy consump-
tion of distinct system services. The authors create an empiric
model by measuring the energy consumption of distinct oper-
ating system services (by using an energy simulator) in a fixed
system configuration. Again, peripheral components can not
be considered: As the energy consumption of peripheral de-
vices occurs in parallel to code execution, approaches that do
not use a functional abstraction of peripheral hardware can-
not map measurement data to distinct code paths: Between the
start of an asynchronous I/O operation and its end (marked by
an interrupt request (IRQ)), any subsequent code path, including
process switching, may occur. Thus, measuring/simulating I/O
device energy during that time, and mapping to the (randomly)
passed code locations, must lead to random results.
operating system
level approaches
Approaches implemented on the operating system level are
shown in TinyOS [77]. TinyOS is a popular operating system
for sensor networks. It uses drivers that support power man-
agement by keeping track of the on-/off state of peripheral
devices. Kellner and Bellosa describe an approach to add en-
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ergy accounting to TinyOS [38], and also employ state machine
models for this purpose. Their approach is focused on the spe-
cial infrastructure of TinyOS and a networked multi-node envi-
ronment. There was no evaluation available to determine over-
heads, constraints, or the achieved accuracy. In comparison, the
approach shown in Chapter 6 traces distinct states of a device
within a device driver. The principle of model coherence (Sec-
tion 6.2) makes it applicable for all systems that allow to syn-
tactically isolate code locations and to insert source code (e.g.
by using an aspect-oriented language extension like AspectC
or AspectC++), overheads and achievable accuracy were empir-
ically evaluated.
online/offline
models
Combined online/offline approaches that implement mod-
els into the runtime system are typically achieved by reducing
complex offline models for online usage. As a prominent ex-
ample, Kellner et al. propose an optimization of nodes running
TinyDB ([47, 48]) by load balancing [39]. This is done by simu-
lating a model synchronously to the actual functionality of the
system, thus reducing a complex model for a distinct applica-
tion. However, as this modeling scheme is strictly application,
infrastructure and operating-system specific.
task mappingA different approach is shown by Martinez et al., who
model IoT devices at the system level when a cyclic execution
paradigm is fulfilled [50]: Here, the devices execute sub-tasks,
like sensing and radio transmissions, in a serial, repeating, and
static order. By that, the energy consumption of every sub-task
can be measured, simulated or calculated, and the results are
summed up to the overall energy consumption of a cycle. This
approach supports the dimensioning of energy buffers and
harvesters. However, this energy model is highly application
specific and cannot be reused. By that, its support for dynamic
power-management at runtime is limited. In contrast, the ap-
proach shown in this thesis is device specific and reusable.
For optimization purposes, the concrete implementation of a
model can be synthesized to become application specific, e.g.
by assuming a distinct hardware configuration.
3.3 automated measurement and modeling
There are two complementary domains of automated measure-
ment and modeling: Online approaches perform in-situ mea-
surements with integrated measurement hardware and use the
resources of the device to analyze the measurement data for
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creating and updating energy models. Offline approaches use
either internal or external measurement equipment, and use
external resources to analyze data.
online vs. offline
measurement
The advantages and disadvantages of these methods are
complementary: Online approaches are not intrusive and allow
for dynamic models that can take user behavior and battery
aging into account. However, the accuracy is low due to the
usually limited measurement technology.online modeling
overhead not
considered
There is a strong re-
quirement to keep the computational load low, so that the en-
ergy savings achieved by online models is higher than the costs.
However, to the best knowledge of the author of this thesis, all
publications that propose online model generation do not con-
sider the energetic overhead of this process. This might be due
to the fact that all applications in this field are implemented on
smart phone technologies (and bigger), where overhead mea-
surement is challenging, and model generation is a negligible
computational task in comparison to other applications, like
games, GPS navigation, and web browsers.
For offline models, the opposite applies: They can be more
are accurate and complex, but are static and the measurement
method might be intrusive.
online modeling
requires sufficient
computational
power
For these reasons, online approaches are typically deployed
on platforms with sufficient computational capabilities and
ready-to-use measurement technologies. Smart phones and
laptops are the most prominent examples. One such approach
is DevScope [36]. The DevScope application queries a set of
hardware states (e.g, possible CPU clock frequencies) from the
underlying Android operating system. It creates a test case sce-
nario to exercise through states and parameters synchronous
to the measurement frequency of the battery measurement unit
(BMU). With the collected BMU data, it uses polynomial regres-
sion to derive an energy model. Another example for online
approaches, going a similar direction, is shown by Dong et al.
with Sesame [25].
Pathak et al. claim that utilization based online models, like
DevScope and Sesame, cannot accurately represent energy con-
sumption, as energetic delays, like postponed energy consump-
tions (tail-states), distort the results [57] – a claim that was em-
pirically verified for CPU by McCullough [53]. The same ap-
plies for all models that are generated purely from performance
counters [9, 13, 68]. Instead, Pathak et al. proposed a modeling
perspective from the system calls of an application. Referring
to the famous gprof tool, they proposed eprof for energy profil-
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ing. Similar to the approach of Tan et al. [73] discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2, and Kjargaard et al. [41], it remains unclear how the
energy consumption of parallel I/O operations (while task/pro-
cess switching) or asynchronous I/O can be handled.
EMrise [84] is a combined measurement and simulation
framework which is not limited to smartphones. It uses sim-
ulation to effectively answer the question of how many states
and parameters are needed to accurately model a hardware
component. It considers state transitions, but does not map
function arguments or parameters, and requires manual data
analysis.
The approach shown in Chapter 7 combines properties of on-
line and offline modeling, to remove some of the issues that
arise from application- or user-related modeling and CPU in-
tensive regressions. Here, the model is created offline, but re-
lates to actual hardware utilization locations at device driver
implementations. The resulting model can be incorporated into
the operating system for online purposes with low overhead.
Since the model does not rely on user behavior or application
system-call profiles, it removes the need for dynamic updates.
It also does not rely on a battery with BMU, where many of the
measured values are influenced by the aging processes of the
battery.
3.4 driver synthesis
For the model based synthesis of drivers, complex and feature
rich solutions are proposed, by Chen et al. [23] and Wang et
al. [81], among others [24, 54, 64, 65, 74] (and more). In con-
trast to the contribution proposed in this thesis, the synthesis
approaches in the literature focus on the formal description of
the device functionality to optimize resource consumption or
to prove correctness.
In the proposed approach, the non-functional properties of a
device are in focus. The synthesis process is restricted to creat-
ing only the energy-specific functionality, e.g., energy account-
ing, and to insert this functionality into a the preexisting driver.

4
E N E R G Y M E A S U R E M E N T
4.1 introduction
Modeling the energy relevant processes of an ultra-low-power
system requires exact measurements of the energy consump-
tion of all components in all of their respective states. Also,
for the evaluation and comparison of models, hardware compo-
nents, and software implementations, precise energy measure-
ments are needed.
good resolution in
time and value
required
ULP systems, i.e. systems with an average power consump-
tion of a few mW or less, pose high demands towards the verti-
cal resolution of power consumption measurements. Nonethe-
less, due to the highly dynamic nature of computing systems,
there are also challenging requirements in the horizontal (i.e.,
time) resolution: The sampling duration for a single measure-
ment must be significantly less than the minimal duration of a
system state under observation. This is expressed by the sample
rate of a device, measured in Hertz (Hz) or samples per second
(sps) (1 sps = 1 Hz).
For ULP periphery, sample rates in the order of 100 kHz can
be considered acceptable for tracing periphery states and sleep
modes. This implies that a single, energy relevant device state
has a minimum duration of 1000 CPU cycles at 50 MHz system
clock rate (see Equation 4.1).
factor 2 due to
Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theoremfsample = 2 · fCPUncycles (4.1)
In comparison, an instruction-accurate modeling of a CPU
requires a minimum sample rate of twice the CPU clock.
However, measuring electrical current both accurately and
fast at the same time bears a contradiction: Power consump-
tion measured directly at the output of a power source is al-
ways a function of the involved electrical capacitance of the de-
vice under test (DUT). Due to their charge accumulating nature,
capacitances integrate the electrical current over time, leading
to delayed and flattened waveforms of high frequency signals.
That means, for accurate measurements, the current consump-
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tion must be constant for an amount of time for charging all
involved capacitances, thus limiting the effective sample rate.
For small currents in or below the µA region, the capacitance
imposed by the wiring of a measurement instrument can al-
ready interfere. As counter-measure, any unnecessary capacitor
on the power supply route (such as buffer capacitors) has to be
removed, and low capacitance measurement equipment must
be used.
Additionally, for energy modeling there is a requirement
to synchronize measurement results with system activities.
This can be done by additional digital input lines to the mea-
surement equipment, thus enabling the DUT to signal state
changes. With such signal-annotated measurements, power
consumptions can easily be mapped to system states and
events.
These complex measurement requirements are rarely de-
manded out of the ULP computing domain, which limits
the available choice of lab-ready and reliable measurement
equipment.
To accomplish research in the field of energy modeling,
most of the available measurement devices on the market are
not sufficient to the best of my knowledge. Within a reason-
able price range, they either lack accuracy/resolution (simple
amplifier-driven shunt meters), are too slow (high precision
DC meters), do not have sufficient recording capabilities (most
oscilloscopes) or lack auxiliary digital inputs (e.g. Keysight’s
source measurement units (SMUs) family).
The Keysight SMU systems, that at least fulfill the basic ac-
curacy and timing requirements, were available for a price of
approx. 17,000e in 2018. This makes it a viable choice for seri-
alized experiments, assuming the event-synchronization issue
can be worked around. For parallel experiments, economic con-
siderations may require a less expensive solution.
In the market of low-cost equipment for ULP development,
the popular and awarded Otii Arc device is a typical example:
At a price tag below e 1000, it bears a time resolution of 4ksps
[59], and thus is useful for general energy measurements and
optimizations (as advertised), but insufficient for time accurate
energy modeling.
This led to the development of the MIMOSA measurement
platform, an inexpensive approach to energy measurement for
ULP embedded systems.
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The following section describes the fundamentals of energy
measurement from a perspective of physics and electronic en-
gineering. Section 4.4 will then discuss the principles of the
MIMOSA measurement platform.
related publications
The findings presented in this chapter have partly been pub-
lished in:
[17] M. Buschhoff, C. Günter, and O. Spinczyk. “MIMOSA, a
Highly Sensitive and Accurate Power Measurement Tech-
nique for Low-Power Systems.” In: Real-World Wireless
Sensor Networks. Ed. by K. Langendoen, W. Hu, F. Ferrari,
M. Zimmerling, and L. Mottola. Vol. 281. Lecture Notes
in Electrical Engineering. Springer International Publish-
ing, 2014, pp. 139–151. isbn: 978-3-319-03070-8. doi: 10.
1007/978-3-319-03071-5\_16.
[40] S. Kerrison, M. Buschhoff, J. Nunez-Yanez, and K. Eder.
“Measuring Energy.” In: ICT - Energy Concepts for En-
ergy Efficiency and Sustainability. Ed. by G. Fagas, L.
Gammaitoni, J. P. Gallagher, and D. J. Paul. Rijeka: In-
Tech, 2017. Chap. 03. doi: 10 . 5772 / 65989. url: http :
//dx.doi.org/10.5772/65989.
4.1.1 Contribution
This chapter presents MIMOSA, a measurement technology
that combines different approaches:
• Voltage-drop compensation: The measurement and ampli-
fication unit uses a feedback loop to compensate the volt-
age drop of a shunt resistor. This allows for better accu-
racy using high-ohmic shunts and the removal of further
measurement amplifiers.
• Precise analog integration: MIMOSA uses analog integra-
tion circuits to obtain a continuous and precise energy
observation of high frequency signals (above the sample
rate).
• Synchronized digital signaling: The MIMOSA approach
allows digital signaling of external events, and incorpo-
rates the external signal into the measurement data for
event synchronization.
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4.2 fundamentals of physics and electronic engi-
neering
This section imparts fundamental principles of physics and
electronic engineering for readers from other disciplines. It is
limited to the most fundamental terms that are necessary to
understand the basic concepts of the MIMOSA measurement
device.
Electric charge, potential, voltage, electric and magnet fields,
and current are strictly interdependent, in a way that they al-
ways occur together at the same time without a causality order.
By that, it is impossible to explain these phenomena without
cyclic reference to another phenomenon.
4.2.1 Electric Charge
Electric charge (formally Q, measured in coulomb [C], 1 C =
1 A s, is a property of matter describing the force it experiences
within an electric field. This physical force causes matter to be
attracted to one side of the field. Depending on the direction of
movement (towards the positive or negative side of the field),
a charge is denoted positive or negative, in a way that unlike
charges attract each other.
4.2.2 Electric Field
An electric field is the spatial structure of all electric forces af-
fecting a section of space. It is a result of the spatial separation
of electric charges that can occur as a result of several processes,
including chemical reactions in batteries and mechanical work
in generators.
An electric field can be represented as a vector field. For every
point of an electric field, the field strength ~E can be measured
by observing the force ~F that affects a charge Q resting at that
point:
~E =
~F
Q
(4.2)
4.2.3 Electric Potential
The acceleration-free movement of an electric charge Q from a
point l to a reference point r within an electric field requires
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energy. For a charge resting at l and being attracted towards
r, this energy is considered as potential energy EP(Q, r, l) of
the charge. The potential energy can be divided by the charge
amount to normalize the term, so that the resulting unit, volt
[V], is a charge-neutral measure that describes the electric po-
tential of a point within an electric field towards a reference
point. To create a standardization for this unit of measurement,
i.e. a zero potential, a common reference point must be defined.
Typically, Earth or a point in infinite distance serves this pur-
pose.
V(r, l) =
EP(Q, r, l)
Q
(4.3)
4.2.4 Voltage
Voltage (formally denoted as V, sometimes as U, measured in
volt [V]) denotes the difference in the electric potential of two
spatial points. Thus, for two given points represented by their
potentials Va and Vb, there is a potential gradient V = Va − Vb.
Assuming that both electric potentials refer to the same ref-
erence point r, voltage describes the electric potential of two
points within an electric field towards each other (with unlike
signs).
V(a, b) = V(r, b)−V(r, a) = −(V(r, a)−V(r, b)) = −V(b, a)
(4.4)
4.2.5 Electric Current
The term electric current describes the movement of an electric
charge Q during an interval of time t. It is caused by, and is pro-
portional to, the potential difference (voltage) of two points in
space. As charges cannot move freely through matter, there are
further factors that influence their movement (see Section 4.2.6).
Electric current is formally denoted as I, and is measured in
ampere [A], with 1 A = 1 C/s.
I(t) =
dQ
dt
(4.5)
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4.2.6 Electrical Resistance
Electrical resistance, formally denoted as R and measured in
ohm [Ω], with 1Ω = 1 V/A, is a property of matter that limits
the movement of electric charges. Charges with infinite mobil-
ity would equalize spontaneously, so that potential gradients
(voltage) would be an impossible concept. By the resistance of
a material, charges can be separated and accumulated. Thus,
electrical resistance is a requirement for voltage, but limits cur-
rent. This is represented formally in Ohm’s Law:
R =
V
I
(4.6)
The electrical resistance value of matter mainly depends on
the electron configuration and crystal structure of the material.
It is influenced by temperature and the topology of the material
(crystal grid orientation, cross section area) within the electric
field.
Of special interest for electronic engineering are materials
with very high resistance (insulators), very low resistance (con-
ductors) and materials with variable resistance depending on
environmental parameters (sensors). Semi-conductor materials
(e.g. silicon, germanium) can be influenced greatly in their re-
sistance by inducing chemical impurities into their crystal struc-
ture (“doping”). Spatial doping profiles with different materials
allow for complex and dynamic electric behaviors. This enables
compact micro-technology devices.
4.2.7 Electric Energy
Electric energy, formally denoted as E and measured in joule
[J], with 1 J = 1 V A s = 1 W s, is the energy required to move
an electric charge Q between two points in an electric field over
potential gradient V. It is identical to the potential energy as
described in Section 4.2.3.
E 4.3= V ·Q (4.7)
4.2.8 Electric Power
Electric power, formally noted as P and measured in watt [W],
with 1 W = 1 V A, is the rate at which energy is transferred in
an electric system.
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P(t) =
dE
dt
(4.8)
For the common case of non-constant voltage and/or current,
electric power can be determined for a point t in time:
P(t) 4.7= V(t) · I(t) 4.6= I(t)2 · R = V(t)
2
R
(4.9)
Power is defined as the rate of energy transfer, thus energy
can be calculated as:
E =
∫
t
P(t)dt (4.10)
4.2.9 Capacitance
Capacitance, formally C, measured in farad [F], with 1 F =
1 C/V, is a measure for the change of charge that occurs within
a system due to a voltage change, as given by Equation 4.11. It
is dependent on physical parameters of the materials used in
a system and the geometry of the system. As a component of
electronic engineering, a capacitor is a system with a defined ca-
pacitance consisting of two electrodes separated by an insulator
(“dielectric”).
C =
dQ
dV
(4.11)
Increasing the charge of a system also increases the voltage
within the system, and in consequence the system gains poten-
tial energy.
capacitors have a
dynamic, i.e., time
dependent behavior
Equation 4.12 shows the relation between a voltage change
during an interval t = t1 − t0 and the resulting energy change.
∆Et =
∫
t
Q(t)dt =
∫
t
C ·V(t)dt
=
1
2
C · (V(t1)−V(t0))2
(4.12)
In a capacitive system, there is a relation between the rate
of change of the voltage and the current, as shown in Equa-
tion 4.13.
I(t) = C · dV(t)
dt
(4.13)
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4.3 measurement techniques
The following section describes common techniques for the
measurement of the transfer of electric energy in computer
systems. Here, the common case of a known and constant
supply voltage for the DUT is presumed,
According to Equation 4.9, power transfer can be measured
by sampling the current over time. Energy transfer can then be
calculated by Equation 4.10.
4.3.1 Shunt-Based Measurement
Shunt-based measurement is a commonly implemented
method in basic measurement devices. The principle is to
convert an electric current into voltage, and then measuring
the voltage instead, as this is technically easier to achieve.
According to Ohm’s Law (Equation 4.6), a current over a re-
sistance can only be induced by a potential gradient (“voltage
drop”), which is proportional to the current. Thus, shunt-based
measurement devices route the current to observe over a low-
ohmic resistor (“shunt”) and measure the voltage drop at the
junctions of the shunt.
Figure 4.1 shows this setup. The DUT is modeled as the
variable resistor RDUT. The measurement device, represented
within the dashed box, has to be inserted into the power-supply
line of the DUT, so that all of the current passes the shunt. For
this purpose, the direct connection between one side of the volt-
age source and the DUT has to be opened and bridged by the
measurement device.
−
+ Vsup
RDUT 6= const.
IDUT
IDUT
Rshunt A D
Measurement Device
Figure 4.1: Schematic of a shunt-based measurement
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It can be assumed that the DUT behaves like a variable resis-
tor RDUT 1. The supply voltage Vsup will then be divided by the
two serial resistors Rshunt and RDUT. That means, the voltage
VDUT at the DUT will drop according to Equation 4.14.
Vsup = VDUT +Vshunt
⇔ VDUT = Vsup −Vshunt 4.6= Vsup − [Rshunt · IDUT]
(4.14)
high-ohmic shunts
influence the DUT
This shows that a high-ohmic shunt resistor causes a con-
siderable voltage drop, which is also dependent on the current
consumption of the DUT. Thus, to avoid low voltage conditions,
the shunt value must be as small as possible.
To ensure a minimum supply voltage of VDUT,min at a
given maximum current IDUT,max, the maximum shunt value
Rshunt,max is given by Equation 4.15.
Rshunt,max =
Vshunt,max
IDUT,max
=
Vsup −VDUT,min
IDUT,max
(4.15)
For an energy efficient device, it can be considered that Vsup
is close to VDUT,min. Thus, shunt-based measurement devices
typically employ the lowest-ohmic shunt that is technically fea-
sible. In other words, the influence of the measurements on the
DUT supply voltage shall be as low as possible.
low-ohmic shunts reduce accuracy But, a low-ohmic shunt will
also cause Vshunt to be low. As Vshunt is the actual objective of
measurement, this usually bears the requirement for a measure-
ment amplifier to feed an analog to digital converter (ADC). For
ULP devices, with currents in the mA and µA region, there
are high quality requirements for the amplifier, as all compo-
nents add static noise2 and thermal noise3. In consequence, when
Vshunt is in the same order of magnitude than the noise, shunt
measurements become highly inaccurate. Thus, as noise limits
the vertical resolution of measurements, it is important to keep
the signal-to-noise ratio high by avoiding long current paths
through many components.
1 In fact the DUT may also pose a capacitive load, but at constant voltage this
leads to a delayed energy transfer, which in sum still leads to correct mea-
surements. However, high capacitive loads should be avoided to maintain
time and activity correlations during the measurement.
2 Noise induced by nearby electric devices.
3 Noise created by temperatures above 0 K, when thermal movements of
atoms and electrons within a crystal grid generate random currents.
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As a conclusion, separating the measurement signal from
noise calls for a high-ohmic shunt, as the shunt voltage is di-
rectly proportional to its resistance. But, this demand is coun-
tered by the requirement to minimize the measurement influ-
ence on the DUT.
4.3.2 Charge Accumulation Measurement
Another form of current measurement is achieved by accumu-
lating charges in a capacitor. According to the charging behav-
ior of a capacitor, its voltage raises monotonously over time,
depending on the charging current (Equation 4.13).
−
+ Vsup
RDUT
IDUT
IDUT
Measure/Discharge
Measurement Device
Figure 4.2: Schematic of a Wilson current mirror to charge a capacitor.
The capacitor cannot be inserted directly into the current
path, because its conductivity depends on its charge-state:
While an uncharged capacitor acts like a short-circuit con-
nection, it becomes non-conductive with accumulated charge.
Thus, the charged capacitor would drop the supply voltage. To
avoid this, a current mirror circuit can be used.
Current mirrors are basically current amplifier circuits with
an amplification factor of 1. It is important to understand that
a current mirror has a low input impedance, so that the cur-
rent on the input side is uninfluenced by the mirror. On the
output side, the voltage is regulated so that the output current
resembles the input current, even under high load.
Figure 4.2 shows a measurement setup utilizing a Wilson cur-
rent mirror that consists of four transistors.
The measurement unit used to sense the capacitor charge can
be implemented in three different ways:
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1. The voltage of the capacitor can be sampled at a constant
rate by an ADC.
2. The time needed to reach a predefined threshold voltage
can be measured by using a comparator and a timer.
3. The rate of charging the capacitor can be determined by a
comparator, counter and timer.
These methods have their specific advantages and disadvan-
tages. The fixed sample rate of the first method is usually a
desired behavior. Its accuracy is dominated by the quality of
the ADC and by the charge of the capacitor, because it does
not charge linearly. Holding a constant charge within a capaci-
tor during the ADC sampling period adds further components
and complexity.
Time measurements, as in method 2, have a well defined pre-
cision that only depends on the resolution of the used timer.
Anyhow, their variable rate of measurements might be inap-
propriate for some applications.
Method 3 avoids these problems. It uses a small capacitor
that charges and discharges quickly within the respective mea-
surement range, and increments a counter each time the capac-
itor reaches a respective comparator value. The counter value
is read and reset at a constant rate to derive the measurement
value. By that, a constant sample time is guaranteed, while re-
moving the requirements for a high timer resolution. The accu-
racy limit is dominated by the quality of the capacitor and the
comparer.
In any of the three cases, the capacitor has to be discharged
after each measurement, causing a further inaccuracy, as it can-
not collect charges during discharge cycles.
disadvantagesThe biggest drawback of using capacitive measurement is
the technical implementation of a current-mirror: The used tran-
sistors must be identical in their electrical behavior on a level of
precision that is barely achieved in reality. Even current mirrors
manufactured on a single chip often show unacceptable toler-
ances for ultra-low power measurements. Additionally, the low
input impedance required for measurements in the µA range
is difficult to achieve. The quality of the capacitor also greatly
affects the measurement quality.
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Figure 4.3: Overview of the MIMOSA system (source: [17])
4.4 the mimosa approach
In an endeavor to tackle the challenges described in the intro-
duction of this chapter, a measurement device was constructed
to allow for inexpensive, precise and event-synchronized mea-
surements of energy consumption in ULP devices. We named
this device “MIMOSA”, an acronym for the German term
“Messgerät zur integrativen Messung ohne Spannungsabfall”
(measurement device for integrative measurement without
voltage drop).
The goals of the MIMOSA development were:
• use of a resistor for current to voltage conversion to re-
duce complexity
• compensation of any voltage drop at the DUT, enabling
the use of high-ohmic shunts
• analog integration of current using a capacitive integrator
circuit
• continuous, gap free measurement also during sampling
and capacitor discharge periods
• a sample rate of 100 kHz
• a selectable input range and accuracy
• Low material costs to enable parallel measurements with
potentially many devices.
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Figure 4.3 shows an overview of the measurement system.
The following sections will discuss the approach in two parts.
Section 4.4.1 discusses the idea of a shunt-like current to volt-
age conversion without voltage drop at the DUT. Section 4.4.2
explains the integrator circuits used to feed the ADC.
4.4.1 Shunt Measurement without Voltage Drop
To compensate the voltage drop that occurs at a shunt resistor,
the MIMOSA device was designed as power supply for a DUT,
in contrast to passive measurement techniques where the mea-
surement device is included into a circuit and ideally behaves
fully transparent.
The integrated power supply, shown in Figure 4.4, is a reg-
ulated voltage source with a precise reference voltage. It can
always operate the DUT at its defined voltage level VDUT. To
achieve this, an operational amplifier is used to implement a
voltage buffer. This circuit mirrors an input voltage (the refer-
ence voltage Vre f ) to its output, while the current is delivered by
the power supply of operational amplifier. By using a feedback
loop, the output voltage is always regulated to the reference
voltage, so that any voltage drop at the output is compensated
by the circuit.
−
+
Vre f
Rshunt
IDUT
Vsup
RDUT
IDUT
Vreg = Vsup −VDUT −Vshunt
Vshunt = Rshunt · IDUT
VDUT = Vre f
Figure 4.4: Simplified schematic diagram of the MIMOSA voltage reg-
ulator
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As shown, a transistor is used to decouple the output current
of the operational amplifier from the current used to drive the
DUT. In this non-inverting configuration, the transistor does
not interfere with the feedback loop, as the voltage at the tran-
sistor’s gate contact is proportional to the voltage at the source
contact. Anyhow, no considerable current can flow over the
gate of the transistor. Instead, the current is delivered by the
voltage supply powering MIMOSA, over Rshunt, and the drain-
source path of the transistor.
In summary, the following was achieved:
• The only stable configuration of the operational amplifier
exists at the equilibrium of the input junctions. By a neg-
ative feedback loop, the operational amplifier thus regu-
lates the feedback loop voltage VDUT to Vre f .
• The output of the operational amplifier has no current
path to the DUT, as the gate contact of the transistor is
isolated from the other contacts. The operational amplifier
is not loaded.
• The input pins of an ideal operational amplifier are free
of current by definition.
• As a consequence, the current through Rshunt equals the
current through RDUT, while VDUT is (within limits) inde-
pendent of the load current and the shunt.
The supply voltage Vsup of the measurement system must
be greater than VDUT = Vre f . Thus, the voltage drop at the
shunt lies between 0 V and Vsup−VDUT. Any surplus voltage is
dropped by the regulating transistor (Vreg).
As a result, Rshunt can be chosen as an (inexpensive) high-
ohmic precision resistor, so that Vshunt does not require fur-
ther amplification. By that, a better signal to noise ratio can
be achieved while reducing costs at the same time.
4.4.2 Current Integration
An important part of the MIMOSA system is the integration
unit, as the measurement goal is determining the energy con-
sumption of a DUT, whereas the circuit shown in Section 4.4.1
only delivers Vshunt.
Equation 4.16 is used to calculate the energy consumption of
the DUT.
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E[t0,t1]
4.10
=
∫ t1
t0
P(t)dt
4.8
=
∫ t1
t0
VDUT · IDUT(t)dt
4.6
= VDUT
∫ t1
t0
Vshunt(t)
Rshunt
dt
=
VDUT
Rshunt
∫ t1
t0
Vshunt(t)dt
(4.16)
As shown, the energy can be calculated by integrating over
samples of Vshunt. However, any energy peaks shorter than a
sample period are potentially removed or distorted by the fil-
tering mechanisms of the ADC, which usually utilizes a sample-
and-hold circuit to sample momentary values.
An analog integrator can precisely integrate Vshunt for the du-
ration of a sample period, leading to a continuous integration.
By that, energy peaks shorter than a sample period will raise
the next sample value proportionally to the energy consump-
tion.
Integration and sampling is performed in three steps:
1. Integration of Vshunt over a complete sampling period.
2. Holding the integrated value constant for sampling dur-
ing the next sampling period.
3. Resetting the integrator during the third sample period.
Thus, to achieve continuous measurements, three integrators
are required which work in alternating order.
Each of the integrators is implemented as shown in Figure 4.5.
The circuit is set up around a standard integrator loop consist-
ing of the operational amplifier Op1 and capacitor C1. The input
voltage from the shunt is fed into the loop by potentiometer P1,
which is necessary to calibrate the integrators to compensate
their component-specific deviations. Five digital input signals
control the state of the integrator by switching the transistors
T1-T5.
T1 and T3 work together with diode D1 to isolate the capac-
itor from the rest of the circuit while sampling. By connecting
the capacitor to ground potential via T5 while sampling, a sta-
ble reference potential for the ADC is achieved. The clear sig-
nal is used to reset the capacitor. A GND signal can be used
to inject ground voltage into the integrator loop for calibration
purposes.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic of a MIMOSA integrator.
4.4.3 MIMOSA Performance Evaluation
To analyze the performance of MIMOSA, two basic test setups
were evaluated. The first setup uses a set of 10 predefined high-
precision resistors with equidistant values to load MIMOSA
with direct current (DC) over its measurement range. This setup
is able to show inaccuracies beyond the 0.1% error of the high-
precision resistors. It will also show the measurement linearity
throughout the whole measurement range.
Figure 4.6a shows the results of 3000 consecutive samples
taken with a 30 kΩ shunt for each load value. The x-axis shows
the resulting current at VDUT = 3 V. The y-axis shows the en-
ergy of the cumulated charge in the 10 nF integration capacitor.
This value is calculated from the sampled ADC voltage of the
integrator using Equation 4.12.
The values appear as a vertical bar, because the marks are
overlapping due to the small deviation of the values. The fig-
ure also shows a regression line (with minimal root-mean-square
error (RMSE)) that can be used as an optimized model for cal-
culating DUT energy consumption from sampled values. This
model is able to compensate static and linear errors that occur
due to the error characteristics of the used components.
Figure 4.6b shows the deviation from the regression line,
showing that noise is below ±3.5 nJ. For the lowest energy
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(b) Signal noise
Figure 4.6: DC current measurement with MIMOSA in the µA range.
value (cumulated energy 33 nJ) the error is less than 12 %, for
the greatest value (170 nJ), the error below 2.1 %.
signal gen.
T1
high load
base load MIMOSA
Figure 4.7: Alternating current test setup
Another evaluation setup was used to test the performance of
the analog integrators. In this setup, an external circuit switches
a resistor using a series of rectangular pulses at a decreasing
time interval. The test setup is depicted in Figure 4.7. Here, the
MIMOSA device is directly connected to two resistors, one sim-
ulating a low current base load, and another one simulating a
high power consumption. The latter is added to the measure-
ment by closing transistor T1.
With different frequencies of the rectangular signal produced
by the signal generator, the dynamic behavior of MIMOSA can
be observed. By generating pulses shorter than the sample rate,
the linearity and precision of the integrator circuits can be ana-
lyzed.
Figure 4.8a shows equidistant measurements for pulse dura-
tions between 166 ns (equivalent to a 6 MHz signal) and 3 µs
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Figure 4.8: Rectangular signal measurement with MIMOSA, with
pulse durations below sampling duration.
(333.3 kHz) with linearly increasing energy consumption. The
sampling period of MIMOSA is 10 µs (100 kHz sampling rate).
Again, the regression line with minimal RMSE is plotted.
Figure 4.8b shows that the deviation from the regression line
was never above ±1.8 nJ.
4.5 chapter summary
This chapter introduced basic concepts of external measure-
ment technologies for the modeling of the energy consump-
tion of ULP components. The modeling process requires energy
measurement equipment with vertical resolutions in the µA
range and horizontal resolutions of at least 100ksps. Addition-
ally, an event channel is required to tag or timestamp relevant
software events in the measurement data stream. Measurement
data acquisition over several minutes must be possible. Finally,
setting up parallel measurements requires economic considera-
tions for the purchase of multiple measurement devices.
It was shown that current market-ready measurement solu-
tions do not suit the purpose: Oscilloscopes need additional
equipment for precise current measurements, and data tagging
and long-time data acquisition is often challenging in practice.
Distinct energy measurement devices do not show the resolu-
tion required for modeling. All SMUs with sufficient resolution
that are known to the author do not allow to tag measurement
data, are available only in a price range above e 10,000, and
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synchronizing multiple of these devices in practice can be chal-
lenging due to their proprietary software and data interfaces.
As a solution to this problem, MIMOSA was introduced. The
MIMOSA device fulfills all measurement demands for energy
modeling. With a vertical resolution of below 10 µA, a horizon-
tal resolution of 100ksps, analog circuits that precisely integrate
sub-sample peaks at frequencies up to 6 MHz, digital data in-
puts, direct USB logging features and prototype costs below
e 300, MIMOSA has proven to be a valuable tool for the further
research shown in this thesis.

5
P H O T O V O LTA I C H A RV E S T M E A S U R E M E N T
5.1 introduction
online
measurements for
energy harvesting
income
In Chapter 4, external measurement methods were discussed.
The presented methods help creating energy models at design
time (“offline”). While these models already bear the potential
to track energy consumptions at run time (see Chapter 6), there
is still a demand for continuous online measurements, e.g., for
tracking the power generation of energy harvesters.
There are already single chip measurement solutions for com-
puting systems on the market that support battery control and
charge estimation in smart phones and mobile PCs. However,
battery free ULP IoT devices pose new challenges to online
measurement systems.
Computing systems powered by energy harvesters are typi-
cally equipped with rechargeable batteries or super-capacitors
as energy storage. They act as dependable power supply during
phases of low energy harvest. By that, an application on a well-
dimensioned system can run energy hungry tasks like radio
communication at any time without respect to the harvesting
situation.
Systems without energy storage may suffer from varying
power levels. These systems are termed transiently-powered
computing systems [46]. They are motivated mainly by the
disadvantages of rechargeable batteries listed in Section 2.2.1.
By the large-scale
deployment of nodes
in Industry 4.0
scenarios, economic
solutions become
mandatory.
Low maintenance requirements are a strong motivation for
battery-free systems. Current smart city or Industry 4.0 scenarios
envision the deployment of hundreds of thousands of compu-
tational nodes. Managing the batteries of such a network ex-
poses hard to solve logistic problems. In contrast, transiently-
powered systems completely remove battery maintenance cy-
cles.
Apart from maintenance, there is also a large technical and
economic overhead in the hardware setup for a battery-driven
node. To outline this, Figure 5.1 shows a typical sensor node
design that uses a a PVC as its primary power source.
A MPPT circuit is typically used to dynamically adapt the en-
ergetic load of a PVC to the illumination, thus driving it to best
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Figure 5.1: Default circuit for a solar harvester
operating conditions. Additionally, a charge controller converts
the harvested energy to the operating conditions of the battery.
Lastly, an optional voltage regulator converts the battery volt-
age to the operating conditions of an MCU.
Reducing the amount of used components to the minimums
leads to converter-less and energy storage-less systems. However,
even if such a setup is feasible for a particular power source,
it limits some of the capabilities of the system, mainly its use
for critical applications and its energetic efficiency. As there is
a plethora of different technologies for energy storage, charg-
ing units, converters and MPPTs, there is also a wide design
space for energy supply circuits. This makes it interesting to
find the lower bounds of application requirements and simplic-
ity, respectively material costs.
To shed some light on the prototype costs of using battery
driven setups, Table 5.1 shows the component expenses for the
transiently powered sensor node as proposed here, and the cost-
overhead for an MPPT circuit (includes battery charger) and a
thin-film battery. Excluded are the prices for the circuit board,
some minor electronic components, and the PVC, as the used
Solems indoor PVC is currently not available on the retail mar-
ket. As shown, the battery-related hardware in the lower sec-
tion of the table increases the price by $10.13.
This shows that, although the application scenarios for
transiently-powered systems are limited, their advantages over
battery-buffered photovoltaic systems should be exploited
wherever possible.
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Type Article Price [USD]
MCU MSP430FR5969IRGZR 5.29
V-Reg 3V TPS78228DDCT 0.55
Transceiver nRF24L01 1.72
Light sensor MAX440009 3.57
Subtotal 11,13
MPPT-Circuit BQ24650RVAT 5.18
LiIon battery PRT-13853 4.95
Total 21,26
Table 5.1: Basic component prices of an example sensor node, as of
March 2017, either from TI online store (if available) or
DigiKey. Prices were chosen for the smallest available batch
size.
5.1.1 Contribution
This chapter proposes a system design for ULP systems that re-
moves the power converters (MPPT, charge controller) and the
rechargeable battery. To support high-energy periphery, a stan-
dard electrolyte capacitor is used as buffer for single activities.
To maintain adaptive behavior, robust power-management cir-
cuits were implemented that utilize a very small set of electrical
components (a resistor and/or a Zener diode, no analog to dig-
ital converters or comparators). In comparison to state-of-the-
art approaches, this approach also respects peripheral energy
consumption, while still having a lower part overhead for the
hardware implementation.
In short, the most important contributions of this chapter are:
• Methods to reduce cost, size and weight overheads by re-
ducing power-management hardware to the limits.
• An energy-neutral PVC system design based on these
methods and its efficiency evaluation (including periph-
eral load), showing competitive results compared to
the state of the art in energy-neutral systems with less
hardware components.
• Small-scale energy buffer support, applicable for periph-
ery with higher power consumptions than harvested.
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5.2 concept
PVC powered devices use large energy buffers to bridge pe-
riods of low energy income. By that, a well dimensioned de-
vice can sustain continuous operation when deployed in a pre-
dictable environment. By the steady availability of sufficient
power, these systems do not need special measures in software
to adapt to the available light.
All the above assumptions change when batteries are re-
moved: The device cannot sustain operation in dark periods,
and by starting activities in low illumination, it will exhaust
the available energy and thus cause system failures.
applicable only for
special purposes
Removing the battery limits the intended purpose of the
device. For example, it is not possible to enable pure PVC pow-
ered operation in dark periods. Such a system can only be used
for non-critical applications, where delayed operation and fail-
ure during dark periods is acceptable. Examples for these sys-
tems are sensor network nodes that take daily sensor samples,
and equipment that is used in illuminated areas in Industry 4.0
scenarios.
adaptation to
energy income
However, a device can operate in reduced illumination, if
the execution rate of energy consuming periphery operations is
adapted. To achieve this, energy for at least one operation must
be collected in a buffer. When the buffer is sufficiently filled, a
single periphery operation can be performed. Afterwards, the
system sleeps again until the next operation is possible.
As the amount of energy to store for single hardware opera-
tions (e.g., sending a radio packet) is extremely small in com-
parison to battery capacities, this enables a change towards a
more sustainable and less expensive energy storage technology:
Capacitors and Super Capacitors (see Section 2.2.2).
To estimate the charge of a capacitor, methods of charge ac-
cumulation measurement (see Section 4.3.2) are promising, be-
cause components like comparators, counters and timers are
already present on most MCU platforms. A current mirror is
not needed, because here, the measurement objective already is
the cumulated charge in a capacitor.
In the following section, a basic capacitive measurement cir-
cuit is presented. To reduce costs for mass deployment, the cir-
cuit components then get reduced as far as possible by exploit-
ing parasitic mechanisms and certain I/O-pin features of typical
MCU hardware.
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5.2.1 Basic Circuit
The starting point for the charge measurement circuit is a
software-aided voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC), that basi-
cally resembles method 2 shown in Section 4.3.2.
an ADC cannot
sense its own
supply voltage
Although an ADC could be used as an alternative to a VFC
for the purpose of power-management, it was avoided inten-
tionally. ADCs need a reference voltage, and the respective volt-
age generator is often dependent on a stable supply voltage.
Thus, using an ADC to sense its own supply voltage can lead
to random results. Additionally, ADCs on the MCU should be
saved for the actual sensor application.
flexible base circuit,
many parts
The circuit shown here has only minimal requirements to-
wards the used MCU, making it is more flexible than the re-
duced circuits shown in later steps. Figure 5.2 depicts a circuit
that implements this approach.
The idea is of this approach is to charge an energy buffer
(capacitor or supercap) by a PVC. The voltage of the buffer
and the PVC are always equal, i.e., a depleted buffer drops the
voltage of an illuminated PVC while charging, and rises the
voltage when discharging. This voltage is the supply voltage
Vsupp for the rest of the circuitry.
E = 12 C ·V2The energy in the buffer correlates to its voltage (Vsupp) (see
Equation 4.12). There are two interesting values:
• When the buffer voltage reaches the input requirements
of the voltage regulator, this will boot the ULP MCU. By
low MCU power requirements, chances are good that the
harvesting income grants stable operation. The PVC must
be dimensioned so that this point is easily reached in
mediocre light conditions.
• When the buffer reaches a pre-determined higher voltage,
there is enough energy stored for a single peripheral task.
As the buffer cannot exceed the nominal voltage of the
PVC, the PVC has to be chosen accordingly.
Thus, the objective of the controlling circuit is to keep the en-
ergy buffer above the minimum input requirements of the volt-
age regulator (usually slightly above VDD), and to detect buffer
voltages that are high enough to perform periphery tasks.
delayed interrupt
triggering over an
RC circuit
To gain voltage information, the VFC circuit charges capac-
itor C over resistor R, which leads to a charging time that de-
pends on their respective (constant) values and Vsupp. If the
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capacitor reaches a voltage above the threshold voltage of the
IRQ pin, it will trigger an interrupt service routine (ISR).
The software reacts to the signal by resetting the capacitor us-
ing transistor T which is connected to an output pin. Addition-
ally, the software can decide to do energy intensive workloads.
This decision is not trivial: As any supply voltage above Vthr
will cause interrupts, but the interrupt frequency is dependent
on Vsupp. Thus, the interrupt frequency must be counted.
Figure 5.2: A simple adaptive WSN node with software aided voltage
to frequency conversion.
The correlation of interrupt frequency and Vsupp can identi-
fied by considerations:
With τ being a time constant as calculated in Equation 5.1,
the capacitor C will be charged according to Equation 5.2. τ
denotes the time that is required to raise the voltage of the
capacitor by 63.2%. Thus, 5τ is needed to charge a capacitor to
99.3% or to discharge it to 0.7%. For this reason, 5τ is commonly
used as charge or discharge time of a capacitor in an RC circuit.
If C has a low capacitance, Vsupp can be considered constant,
as it can be assumed that the rate at which a PVC significantly
changes its output voltage is by magnitudes lower than the
charge time of the used RC chain.
τ = R · C (5.1)
Vc(t) = Vsupp · (1− e− tτ ) (5.2)
With Vthr being the threshold voltage of the IRQ pin of the
MCU (i.e., the voltage at which a signal flank is detected), the
time to raise a low-high flank starting from a depleted capacitor
is calculated in Equation 5.3.
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Vthr = Vsupp · (1− e−
tthr
τ )
⇔ e− tthrτ = 1− VthrVsupp
⇔ − tthrτ = ln(1− VthrVsupp )
⇔ tthr = −τ · ln(Vsupp−VthrVsupp )
(5.3)
Transistor T is used to reset the capacitor. This circuit re-
quires an interrupt service routine, triggered by the IRQ signal,
to actively switch T. Assuming that this happens after tsw, the
interrupt frequency can be calculated as shown in Equation 5.4
firq =
1
tthr + tsw
(5.4)
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Figure 5.3: Frequency output of the VFC
Figure 5.3 shows the calculated frequency output of the VFC
at tsw = 0. The graph shows that the output frequency becomes
nearly linear at voltages above 1.1 ·Vthr.
This leads to the following methodology for choosing c m-
ponents for the VFC:
1. Choose a harvester with a nominal output voltage of at
least the voltage regulator’s minimum input voltage.
2. Determine the typical latency tsw of the interrupt service
routine.
3. Choose an interrupt frequency for a given voltage, e.g. at
the harvester’s maximum output voltage.
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4. Calculate tthr (Equation 5.4) and τ (Equation 5.1). Vthr is a
parameter of the used MCU and usually ranges at 50% of
its supply voltage.
5. Choose a capacitor with a capacitance multiple times
greater than the input capacitance Cint of IRQ line, which
is usually somewhere in the nF or pF range.
6. Choose R according to Equation 5.1.
5.2.2 Removing Transistor T
Figure 5.4: Using an internal pull-down resistor to discharge a capac-
itor.
The basic VFC circuit consists of a resistor, a capacitor and
a transistor. The transistor is necessary to discharge the capac-
itor C and so to reset the circuit. As most modern MCUs have
highly configurable IO pins, there is a high probability that
switchable pull-up and pull-down resistors are available on the
device.
These resistors serve the need to hold input lines in a de-
fined state when not actively driven. Figure 5.4 shows the typi-
cal construction of an input line within the MCU in a simplified
schematic. By activating the pull-down resistor (usually in the
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range of 10 kΩ, a path to discharge the capacitor can be estab-
lished without the need for an external transistor. Anyhow, this
concept is a compromise, as the capacitor cannot be fully dis-
charged and discharging requires additional time. Also, there
is a current flowing from the supply through the pull-down
resistor to ground, imposing an energy leak.
Depending on the value of Rpull, the discharge time for C,
as calculated in Equation 5.5, becomes considerable. The pull-
down resistor must be active for at least tdisch + tsw.
tdisch = 5 · Rpull · C (5.5)
The lowest achievable voltage at the capacitor is determined
by the voltage divider created of R and Rpull, which calculates
according to Equation 5.6. Thus, the value of R must be chosen
high enough so that VC,min is less than the threshold voltage, or
the capacitor is unable to trigger a flank.
VC,min =
Rpull
R + Rpull
·Vsupp (5.6)
The leakage current that occurs while clearing the capacitor
is calculated in Equation 5.7 according to Ohm’s law.
Ileak =
Vsupp
R + Rpull
(5.7)
5.2.3 Removing Capacitor C
As an input pin of an MCU is usually connected to the gate
contacts of MOS transistors, it behaves like a (very small) ca-
pacitor. The internal capacitance, Cint, is usually within the pF
to nF range. The transistor switches when enough charge was
collected within the gate electrode to establish an electrical field
throughout the substrate of the transistor. To switch back, this
charge must be removed.
Thus, the capacitance for the VFC calculation is actually
C = C + Cint, as both the external and internal capacitors are
charged in parallel. Cint was omitted as it is negligible if the
external capacitor was chosen correctly.
Alternatively, the external capacitor can be completely re-
moved, so that only Cint is used. However, this might require
to choose R as a high-ohmic resistor within the MΩ range to
increase τ so that an acceptable interrupt frequency can be
achieved.
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Figure 5.5: Voltage drop over R caused by leakage current when
R ∼ RL.
However, there is an upper limit to the resistor that can be
chosen here: As actual hardware is not ideal, the internal con-
ductance of the input pin towards ground is not zero (there is
a leakage current through the substrate causing a finite resis-
tance). Figure 5.5 shows this as a fictive resistor RL. The serial-
ization of R and RL form a voltage divider, and if R is in the
same range as RL, the voltage at RL (and thus Cint) will drop.
This effect will not only change the resulting interrupt fre-
quency due to the voltage drop, but might also prevent the
activation of the interrupt at all if the voltage at RL never rises
above Vthr. In consequence, the parasitic voltage divider shown
in Figure 5.5 limits the minimum interrupt frequency, as R can-
not become arbitrarily high.
Another way to reduce the interrupt frequency is to reduce
the charging voltage of Cint to a value just above Vthr. For this
purpose, a z-diode can be used. However, it is questionable if
it makes sense to substitute an external capacitor by a z-diode.
This decision depends on the design goal, price, size and leak-
age current of the respective components.
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5.2.4 Flank Duration Measurement
Interrupt frequency counting requires an appropriate amount
of events to estimate the frequency, so that multiple interrupts
must occur to derive a decision about peripheral tasks.
For MCUs equipped with appropriate timers and capture/-
compare functionality, it can be beneficial to measure the flank
time tthr (i.e., the time from discharging until reaching Vthr) di-
rectly at each interrupt.
For this purpose, the VFC signal must be connected to a
capture input of a timer/counter unit that is configured for
an appropriate counting frequency to measure the flank time.
When the VFC triggers the capture input of this unit, the cur-
rent counter value is frozen and an ISR is started. The captured
value can be read and the counter can be reset after discharging
the capacitor.
This approach has its distinct advantages and disadvantages
compared to interrupt frequency counting: The main advan-
tage is that a single hardware interrupt already yields a mea-
surement result, which reduces the computational overhead for
interrupt handling. The main disadvantage is the requirement
for a high timer resolution and the need for a capture unit.
5.3 lab prototype
This section introduces a microcontroller setup for lab evalu-
ation purposes. In contrast to a full functional prototype, the
prototype shown here uses simulative hardware elements to
create reproducible conditions.
The prototype is based on TI’s MSP430FR5969 “Launchpad”
experimentation board. Its super-capacitor was deactivated by
removing the respective jumpers. Likewise, the connection to
its on-board programmer/debugger hardware was completely
cut to remove leakage currents to this component. As a conse-
quence, the MCU remains the only active part.
The node is intended to be driven by a PVC, but to create
reproducible lab conditions with a known energy income, a
PVC simulation was used. A prototype schematic is depicted
in Figure 5.6.
The simulated PVC is set up to imitate the behavior of a
Solems 07/072/048 indoor cell. It delivers a nominal voltage of
4 V. A voltage regulator supplies the MCU and further periph-
ery with 3 V. Although it is possible to drive the MCU at lower
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1000 µF
+
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Figure 5.6: Lab prototype schematic
voltages, the intention to simulate the use of high power periph-
ery, e.g., a radio transceiver, called for higher voltages.
The periphery current consumption is simulated by the
ohmic resistor RP that can be switched on and off by transistor
TP. The MCU controls the periphery by an I/O signal.
definition of
workload
The task of the node is to drive a peripheral workload.
The term workload is used in the following text to describe the
utilization of an external periphery component, e.g. a radio
transceiver, with a known energy consumption and a limited
time window.
Failing power during peripheral access leads to incomplete
workloads. In this case, the voltage has dropped to a level that
renders the system inoperative. The objective of the prototype
is to maximize the number of complete workloads, while reduc-
ing the occurrence of incomplete workloads.
Definition:Under-
voltage, incomplete
workload
A workload is considered as incomplete, if at any time dur-
ing the active workload the regulator output voltage of 3 V
drops by 10% to 2.7 V.
5.3.1 Periphery
The periphery is simulated by resistor RP and transistor Tp. RP
was dimensioned so that the whole MCU circuit creates a load
of 16 mA at 3 V when the MCU is active at 8 MHz.
A single workload is performed by closing T1 for 10 ms. This
leads to an energy consumption of 480 µJ.
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5.3.2 Voltage Regulator
The voltage regulator supplies the output voltage for the digital
circuit. A high efficiency device (e.g., switching regulator) must
be chosen.
Some regulator types require a high switch-on current. These
types are inappropriate for the purpose, as they are prone to fail
starting the MCU in transient power supply setups. Generally,
types that start at lower input voltages than the nominal output
voltage are more suitable. These types deliver Vout ≈ Vin for
voltages below their nominal output voltage.
Equation 5.8 is used to calculate the regulator’s input current
at full charge (neglecting the loss of the regulator). With 16 mA
output current at 3 V, the regulator requires an input current of
12 mA at 4 V (the nominal voltage of the PVC).
Iin =
Vout
Vin
· Iout = 3 V4 V · 16 mA = 12 mA (5.8)
On the output side of the voltage regulator, a small amount
of charge (100 µF) is buffered, as the voltage regulator requires
a capacitive load according to its data sheet.
5.3.3 Energy Buffer
As it is necessary to collect energy for a workload, an energy
buffer is needed. It must be dimensioned correctly in order to
prevent it from low voltage during active workloads.
As the minimum acceptable voltage for the workload is 2.7 V,
the capacitor must be selected so that a voltage drop from 4 V
to 2.7 V takes at least 10 ms for the given power consumption.
To calculate the required capacitance, the impedance of the
input side of the regulator is determined by Equation 5.9. The
resulting value is used for the calculation of C according to
Equation 5.10, which describes the discharge curve of a capaci-
tor. With t = 10 ms, R = 333Ω, V0 = 4 V and V(t) = 2.7 V this
results to 764 µF.
R =
VPVC
I
=
4 V
12 mA
= 333Ω (5.9)
V(t) = V0 · e− tRC ⇒ C = − tR · ln(V(t)/V0) (5.10)
A 1000 µF electrolyte capacitor was used to have some re-
serves for energy losses in the capacitor and the regulator, as
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they are not ideal parts in practice. As capacitances of this size
are available as electrolyte capacitors, it is not necessary to use
a super cap with limited lifetime and voltage range.
There is one further important aspect for dimensioning the
capacitance: Buffers cannot be chosen arbitrarily high, because
each buffer imposes a time delay between the harvester and the
VFC. If this delay becomes too large, the system might not be
able to adapt its load to the maximum-power point (MPP) of
the PVC. Since the energy transfer from the PVC to the buffers
cannot be controlled in any way, it must be assured that en-
ergy transfers from the buffers to the system will influence the
PVC output current without longer delays. Thus, increasing the
buffers reduces the efficiency of the PVC.
5.3.4 PVC Simulation
Purpose:
Reproducibility
The energy output of a PVC is highly sensitive to external
parameters like the light intensity, light temperature, radiation
angle, and environment temperature. This makes it hard to re-
produce a changing light profile that was used during experi-
mentation.
This problem was solved by surrogating the PVC by a cir-
cuit with a controllable behavior. The surrogate shows similar
voltage and current properties as an actual PVC. It is driven
by a current source with a defined output current Iillum that
represents the illumination of the PVC.programmable
illumination
sequences
With a programmable
current source, light profiles like dusk or dawn phases can be
simulated.
To understand the concept of the surrogate, it is important
to understand the electrical properties of a PVC first. Without
load, a PVC still can supply a nominal voltage even in the dark
by thermal electrons. The nominal voltage is a property of the
space charge zone of the semiconductor materials used for the
construction of the cell.
However, the amount of electrical current available at the
PVC is limited by the available light. As soon as this available
current is exhausted, the voltage of the PVC drops, as the space
charge zone disappears. Figure 5.7 depicts the voltage vs. cur-
rent behavior (and the corresponding power output) of a PVC
in two different light conditions. With power being the prod-
uct of voltage and current, the maximum power output can be
achieved by consuming a current close to the point where the
voltage drop occurs.
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Figure 5.7: Current vs. voltage and power for two different light sit-
uations, as measured from a Solems 07/072/048 indoor
PVC
Because here, electrical current is dependent on the consumer
of electric energy, it is important to constantly monitor the volt-
age of the PVC and to drive the current consumption close to
the maximum power point. For this purpose, maximum-power-
point tracker (MPPT) circuits are able charge energy storage
devices with excess energy.
Without energy storage (or with very small storage capacities
as shown here), the consumer has to adapt its workload to the
energy income.
The electrical output of a PVC can be reproduced by the cir-
cuitry shown in Figure 5.8 [22, 35, 83].
nominal voltageThis setup allows for setting the nominal voltage (that is,
the voltage in zero-load conditions) by choosing the number of
diodes. A silicon diode in forward configuration has a constant
voltage drop (“forward voltage”) of around 0.68 V. We used six
diodes in series to achieve a voltage of ≈4 V. If no consumer is
present at the surrogate (no current output), the current supply
has to regulate its output voltage to the forward voltage to drive
Iillum through the diodes. This defines the nominal voltage.
A device connected to the output “steals” current from
the diodes. The voltage of the current source has to drop for
keeping Iillum at the preset value, as it requires less voltage
to transport electrical energy through a demanding consumer
than keeping up the diodes’ forward voltage. As soon as the
forward voltage is undercut, the non-linear shut-down behav-
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Iillum
programmed sequence
Figure 5.8: A diode series driven by a programmable current source
simulates the voltage and current behavior of a photo-
voltaic cell.
ior of the diodes form the voltage drop that is typical also for
PVCs.
To determine the available energy for any Iillum setting (light
situation), the V/I curves for multiple Iillum were measured and
the respective maximum power points were determined. The re-
sults are shown in Figure 5.9. The curve function was estimated
by an exponential regression as shown in Equation 5.11 with a
root mean square error (RMSE) of 7.39 · 10−8W2.
Pmax(i) = a · ebi + c (5.11)
When experimenting with changing light conditions (by
changing Iillum), the maximum available energy can be deter-
mined by Equation 5.12. This is important for calculating the
efficiency of an approach, described by the ratio of the actually
used energy and the available energy.
Eavail =
∫
Pmax(Iillum(t))dt (5.12)
available energy:
11.7 J
For the evaluation experiment, the PVC simulation was set
up to deliver a simulated light profile with a maximum PVC
output of 20 mA, as shown in Figure 5.10. The profile raises
the available current (Iillum) from 0 to 20 mA during a 2 minute
dawn phase. This current is held for 1 minute, and then a 2
minute dusk phase lowers the current back to 0 mA.
The available energy in this experiment setup is 11.7 J.
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Figure 5.9: Maximum power point measurements and regression
model for the simulated PVC, with a = 0.4775, b =
6.6633, c = −0.4786
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Figure 5.10: Simulated light profile
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5.3.5 Software
The flank time of the VFC signal is measured by using the cap-
ture/counter functionality of the MCU. This peripheral feature
allows to automatically capture the value of a hardware counter
into a shadow register, where it can later be accessed by soft-
ware. Capturing is triggered by an external signal on an I/O
pin.
For the counter, a 1 MHz on-chip clock source was used. The
value of the capture register is proportional to the flank time
(more exactly, it is the number of clock cycles until the threshold
voltage was reached).
p = T
c = Captured value
Clear counter
and input pin
c > T
p == 0
Start
workload
Wait 10ms
Stop
workload
p = p− 1
p > L
p = p+
(c− T)/R
Wait 10ms
false true (low voltage)
true
false
false
true
Figure 5.11: Flow chart of the charge regulator.
The algorithm used for controlling the workload segregates
time into 10 ms time slices. For every time slice, it decides
whether to start a workload (active workload transistor for
10 ms) or to pause for that time, as can be seen in Figure 5.11. It
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uses a threshold value T to distinguish if the captured counter
value, c, denotes a low voltage condition.
A “good voltage” condition does not necessarily mean that a
workload can be started. Due to the charging curve of a capaci-
tor (E = CV2), it charges the most energy near the supply volt-
age. By that, the measurement resolution for energy decreases
with rising voltage.
To ensure sufficient energy supply before starting energy in-
tensive tasks, the amount of time slices required for fully charg-
ing is estimated. A pause counter (p) is increased when the cap-
tured timer value is in the low-voltage area. As it has a higher
resolution in this range, the increment of p can be calculated in
dependency of the measured voltage (respectively the captured
value c). A conversion constant R is used for this purpose. p
can be incremented multiple times, once on every consecutive
low-voltage time slice.
The idea here is to use p for pausing the workloads while
charging the capacitor. Low voltages increment p fast, and mul-
tiple, consequent low-voltage conditions occur on low energy
harvest, increasing p even more. Thus, slow voltage increments
lead to long charging pauses even after good voltage conditions
are met.
In contrast, at high energy yield, low voltage conditions are
left quickly, as the capacitor voltage ramps up quicker. In this
situation, short pauses help to avoid energy loss by pausing
while the capacitor is fully charged.
To avoid p being excessively incremented when the system
stays in low-voltage conditions for a prolonged period of time,
e.g. by a lack of illumination, further increments are omitted
when a limit of L is reached.
In good voltage conditions, p is decremented each time slice
until it reaches 0. This gives the capacitor enough time to
charge. Then, a workload is started. The algorithm starts multi-
ple consequent workloads if there is enough energy harvested
to keep the capacitor above the good-voltage threshold.
The behavior of the algorithm can be tuned by three param-
eters: A threshold value T that defines an upper limit for the
capture value to be considered as good, a recover value R that
defines the increase in pause time if bad voltage conditions oc-
cur, and a limit value L that limits the pause time value.
The voltage-good threshold T can be set to the counter value
that is measured when the buffer voltage reaches the supply
requirements for the MCU.
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L is the upper limit of idle time slices after reaching the good-
voltage threshold. This value can be arbitrarily high, but must
at least avoid integer overflows. Also, there can be a demand
to further limit L, as it increases reaction latency after dark pe-
riods. The lower limit to L is determined by an assumed low-
light scenario with just enough power income to continuously
charge the capacitor (i.e., more power income than consumed
by MCU operation without periphery). L must be higher than
the number of time slices that is required in this situation for
fully charging the capacitor to the PVC nominal voltage after
the power-good threshold was reached.
0.7 ·Vsupp is the
voltage at 50%
charge
R is a recovery factor that increases p depending on the mea-
sured buffer charge. The value of R depends on the counter fre-
quency, buffer capacitance and PVC properties. As an estimate,
let X50 be the counter value at 0.7 · Vsupp, τ the capacitive (RC
chain) time constant, and ts the duration of a time slice, then
chose R as in Equation 5.13
R = X50 · (3τ/ts) (5.13)
5.4 evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the prototype, two efficiency mea-
sures are used.
mpp efficiency : This measure describes, how efficient the
available output energy of the PVC was used. To be effi-
cient, a PVC must be kept near the MPP, which is depen-
dent on the illumination. Otherwise, potentially available
energy is wasted. An MPPT device is usually responsible
to conduct exhaustive energy to a battery charger. As an
MPPT unit was omitted, any surplus of energy should be
used to charge the capacitor and to increase the peripheral
workload frequency. The MPP efficiency is a measure for
this aspect of the prototype. It is calculated as in shown
in Equation 5.14.
pm efficiency : The power management efficiency describes,
how much of the available energy was used for complete
workloads. Energy can be wasted by incomplete work-
loads, by inefficient implementations, and by bad power
management decisions. As the used energy per workload
is constant, a workload count N can be used to determine
the efficiency, as shown in Equation 5.15.
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With Eavail = 11.7 J, given by the PVC surrogate setup, and a
workload energy of 480 µJ (by a workload activation of 10 ms),
the upper limit of completed workloads Nmax is 23636, as cal-
culated in Equation 5.16.
ηMPP =
Eused
Eavail
(5.14)
ηPM =
Ecomp
Eavail
=
Ncomp
Nmax
(5.15)
Nmax =
Eavail
Eworkload
=
11.7 J
480 µJ
= 23636 (5.16)
5.4.1 Evaluation Setup
To determine Eused, energy measurements were performed at
the output of the PVC simulator. Figure 5.12 shows the instal-
lation of a voltmeter (VMPP) and an ampere meter (IMPP) for
this purpose. To count Ncomp, the number of completed work-
loads, a flank detector was installed at the transistor gate of the
artificial periphery load. In combination with volt meter Vsupp,
complete and incomplete workloads can be distinguished, with
the latter being any workload with voltage drops below 2.7 V
during 10 ms after flank detection.
While running the light profile given in Section 5.3.4, all me-
ter values were continuously captured, and consumed power
and energy (Eused) was calculated.
The create a base for comparisons and discussion, the exper-
iment was evaluated with different software setups:
adaptive : This setup uses the adaptive behavior described
in the above sections.
static-100 : This setup continuously starts workloads every
10 ms, trying to utilize the system at 100% load.
static-50 : This setup continuously starts workloads every
20 ms, trying to achieve an utilization of 50%.
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Figure 5.12: Lab prototype schematic, extended by volt and ampere
meters and a flank detector.
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adaptive static-100 static-50
co
m
pl
et
e dawn 4683 2524 3512
dusk 5840 3170 3573
day 5852 5975 2971
sum 16375 11669 10056
in
co
m
pl
et
e dawn 22 8332 2210
dusk 40 8303 2197
day 0 0 0
sum 62 16635 4407
sum 16437 28304 14436
Table 5.2: Workload counters
adaptive static-100 static-50
Eused 10.59 J 10.29 J 7.53 J
ηMPP 0.905 0.879 0.644
ηPM 0.693 0.493 0.425
Table 5.3: Energy consumption and efficiency
5.4.2 Results
To evaluate the performance of this approach, the results were
split into the three daylight phases (dawn, day, dusk). This
revealed the adaptation behavior during changing conditions
(dawn, dusk) and constant maximum utilization during the day
phase, where the energetic demands of the system are fully sat-
isfied.
Table 5.2 lists the workload counters for all three experiments.
The adaptive solution is able to generate 40.3% more complete
workloads than static-100, and even 62.8% more than static-50
over the time of the experiment.
The results show clearly that statically scheduled workloads
can only perform in static environments: During daytime, the
static-100 performs best, actually 2% better than the adaptive
solution. Anyhow, static-100 shows the worst results for dusk
and dawn periods.
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In comparison, static-50 performs better than static-100 dur-
ing the periods of changing light, but per definition can only
work 50% of the available time during day time.
Even more convincing is the reduction of incomplete work-
loads: Adaptive generates just 62 incomplete workloads, while
static-100 produces 16635 and static-50 produces 4407 low-
voltage conditions. Thus, the adaptive approach heavily
reduced the start of high-energy operations that can cause
system reboots.
Taking the theoretical maximum of 23636 complete work-
loads as a measure, adaptive reaches an efficiency of 69.3% (vs.
49.3% of the second best result, static-100).
When looking at the energy consumption in Table 5.3, adap-
tive was able to make use of 90.4% of the available energy. As
stated before, this is not a good measure for overall energy ef-
ficiency, but a measure for the ability to track the maximum
power point of a PVC.
Surprisingly, maximum power consumption during the
whole experiment already yields acceptable ηMPP results, as
static-100 performs well here at 88%. Anyhow, the energy taken
by static-100 during the dawn and dusk phases was mainly
used to produce incomplete workloads caused by low-voltage
conditions.
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Figure 5.13: Workload behavior of the adaptive solution.
When analyzing the behavior of the three solutions over
time, it can be observed that adaptive (Figure 5.13) continuously
adapts through the dusk/dawn phases (with a little delay at
the start of the dawn phase), and that it is able to reach its
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(a) Workload behavior of static-100
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(b) Workload behavior of static-50
Figure 5.14: Workload behavior of the static solutions.
utilization maximum at the day phase. Incomplete workloads
occur rarely, and this only happens in the lower halves of the
dawn/dusk phases.
As expected, static-100 (Figure 5.14a) and static-50 (Figure
5.14b) drain too much energy in the dawn and dusk phases,
and can only create incomplete workloads until a certain
energy-income is reached. Both solutions are able to reach their
respective utilization maximum at the day phase. As expected,
static-50 will stay longer in its maximum utilization period, as
it does not overload the system in the high-power halves of the
dawn and dusk phases.
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no hw-MPPT n/a - + - +
no V-conv. n/a - + n/a -
storage type none supercap none optional electrolyte
capacitor
periphery - n/a - unknown +
ηMPP n/a 80% n/a n/a 90.5%
ηPM n/a n/a n/a 68.82% 69.3%
add. parts comparat.
ref.voltage-
source
≤e50 comparat.
flip-flops,
ref.voltage
buck-
boost-
converter,
“control
circuit”
≤e1,
(resistor,
diode, el.
capacitor)
Table 5.4: Comparison of different solutions for transiently powered systems.
A direct comparison with state-of-the-art solutions proposed
in recent papers is given in Table 5.4. As far as comparisons are
applicable, other shown approaches either have no efficiency
measures specified or show lower efficiency. At the same time,
the approach shown in this chapter has a minimal hardware
overhead, as it only requires a DC-DC converter (the voltage
regulator), and a few standard components (resistor, capacitors,
diode).
5.5 real-components experiment
This section describes the deployment of two sensor nodes us-
ing an actual PVC (Solems 07/072/048) as power source, and
a radio transceiver (Nordic Semiconductor nRF24L01) as load.
Additionally, each node is equipped with a MAX44009 ambi-
ent light sensor. The nodes are based on TI EXP-MSP430FR5969
Launchpads.
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5.5.1 Setup
To test the systems under indoor conditions, the PVCs and light
sensors were placed under an artificial light source. The light
source then was randomly dimmed up and down to generate
different light conditions. Low light conditions were kept up
for longer periods of time, so that there was a chance to count
a sufficient of workloads under low energy conditions for an
evaluation.
Both nodes have the workload task to acquire an ambient
light value from the sensor and to transmit it on a radio chan-
nel. One node starts workloads continuously in a loop, as fast
as possible. The other one uses the adaptive approach and re-
quires just two additional electronic components: The z-diode
and resistor already used for the testbed setup in Section 5.4.1.
Receivers were placed in line of sight with the transmitters
at a distance of 6 m. The maximum achievable range at best
illumination was 7 m. On the receiver side, all transmissions on
both radio channels were logged.
The dim light causes low voltage conditions on the static
setup. The output power of the respective transmitter is ex-
pected to fade away in low light conditions, leading to a
reduced transmission radius until the transceiver finally fails.
Eventually, the MCU is expected to fail due to low voltage
supply.
For the adaptive approach, the voltage and transmission
range is expected to be stable, while the number of radio
packets sent will adapt to the light conditions.
5.5.2 Results
While this setup is not considered to deliver reproducible or
reliable results, it supports the results shown in Section 5.4 and
shows that this approach is feasible for actual sensor setups.
As shown in Figure 5.15, the adaptive solution yields a signif-
icant higher network packet count under low and middle light
conditions. Only at good light conditions above 5000 lx, both
solutions show a similar behavior. In totals, the adaptive node
was able to transmit 2316 radio packets, while static was able
to send 982 radio packets (42.4%). The packet count in high am-
bient light conditions seems unexpectedly low for both experi-
ments. This is due to the fact light intensity was not uniformly
distributed over time.
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Figure 5.15: Parallel light measurements of a randomly changing
light source as transmitted by both sensor nodes. The
measured values were counted into 60 bins.
5.6 chapter summary
This chapter proposed a methodology for creating an energy-
neutral node by removing the rechargeable battery and related
circuits, such as maximum power point trackers and battery
charge controllers, for applications that have low constraints
on their dependability.
With an energy efficiency of ≈70%, this approach is at par
with other state-of-the-art approaches in energy-neutral system
design, while also scaling the utilization of peripheral hardware
(instead of just scaling CPU performance) and still achieving a
lower part count and lower costs.
To achieve this within acceptable service quality bounds, an
inexpensive hardware approach was introduced to estimate the
energy that is available in a capacitor which is charged from an
energy harvester, and to adapt the software behavior accord-
ingly.
It was shown in detail that the required hardware parts for
conserving and adapting to the available energy can be reduced
to a standard capacitor for collecting energy, and a single resis-
tor on an interrupt pin of the MCU to build up a voltage to fre-
quency converter in conjunction with the internal capacitance
of the interrupt pin.
In a prototype implementation with a single resistor and a
z-diode connected to a basic MCU setup, a comparison to stati-
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cally scheduled solutions was made. To this end, a testbed was
build to simulate the electrical behavior of a photovoltaic cell
during different periods of the day (dawn, daylight, dusk). The
goal of the systems under test was to maximize the periph-
eral workload. Here, it was shown that the presented adaptive
approach outperforms statically scheduled approaches. During
the dawn and dusk phases, this approach generates between
33% and 63% more complete workloads compared to the best
control experiment. During the day phase it generates just 2%
less compared to the best static approach in this phase (which
behaves worst during dawn and dusk).
Also, the number of low-voltage situations occurring during
the experiments was counted. The adaptive approach shows a
sum of 62 incomplete workloads during the whole experiment,
in comparison to 4407 workloads for the best statically timed
competitor and 16635 for the worst.
69% of the available energy was used to complete workloads,
whereas the best static competitor only used 49% of the energy
for this purpose.
To check if real deployments can benefit from the approach
presented here, a more realistic indoor scenario was set up that
used PVCs, light sensors and wireless transceivers on two con-
curring sensor nodes. It was shown that this approach was ben-
eficial to a light sensing node in low and medium light situa-
tions. During the experiment, it was possible to transmit 2316
healthy network packets to a radio receiver. With a statically
scheduled approach, only 982 packets were transmitted.
In conclusion, this approach retains the energy efficiency of
state-of-the-art approaches, while heavily reducing hardware
costs.

6
E N E R G Y M O D E L I N G O F E M B E D D E D
P E R I P H E RY
“ Toolchains have been long focused on improving ex-ecution time, and developers are left assured that acompiler will do the best possible job on optimizing
their code for both time and energy. The IoT energy
challenge is an opportunity to start treating energy
consumption as a first class citizen while developing
software.
K. Georgiou, 2018 [32] ”
6.1 introduction
As shown in the previous chapters, the reduction of energy con-
sumption is an important challenge in Industry 4.0, IoT, sensor
networks and ubiquitous system scenarios. As these systems
are usually not constructed as computational systems with a
high algorithmic load, their sensor, actuator, and transmitter
periphery becomes an important objective of power manage-
ment.
However, to facilitate efficient use of energy, power manage-
ment solutions need to be aware of energy income and con-
sumption. Energy models help to map energy consumption to
periphery tasks, system states, and software routines, and by
that enable accurate predictions and intelligent decisions about
periphery usage.
Definition: Energy
awareness
The term awareness, as used in this chapter, denotes the abil-
ity of software modules to know and describe their own non-
functional properties to other software layers. This is a notable
contrast to the widespread understanding of “energy aware-
ness” as a synonym for “energy saving”.
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Aware Device Drivers for Embedded Operating Sys-
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[19] M. Buschhoff, D. Friesel, and O. Spinczyk. “Energy Mod-
els in the Loop.” In: Procedia Comput. Sci. 130.C (May
2018), pp. 1063–1068. issn: 1877-0509. doi: 10.1016/j.
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6.1.1 Contribution
This chapter will present a modeling scheme for periphery de-
vices and adapt the scheme for modeling the average power
consumption of different CPU modes. The resulting models
yield a high accuracy can be efficiently used to generate pe-
riphery driver and scheduling support for the accounting of
consumed energy.
The resulting device drivers will be used to automate the pro-
cess of model refinement and driver generation in Chapter 7.
The approaches shown in this chapter were developed as sen-
sor network nodes running on 16 bit MCUs. As the acceptable
model complexity is limited, these approaches do not scale for
devices with highly complex interfaces or functionalities, e.g.,
GPUs.
6.2 concept of model and device driver coherence
A peripheral device has functional and non-functional prop-
erties. Functional properties define the purpose of the device
and are available through hardware interfaces. Non-functional
properties are a consequence of the hardware implementation,
but do not (intentionally) serve the purpose. E.g., energy con-
sumption, heat dissipation, size, weight, and latency are non-
functional device properties.
When starting functional activities of periphery devices, they
can have either a constant or a variable time component. A func-
tionality with a variable time component may require a signifi-
cant amount of time to complete. Often, completion is signaled
by IRQs to enable efficient processing. A functionality with a
constant time component may also signal completion, but can
also rely on CPU timing. For many device functionalities, e.g.,
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for setting configuration registers, the required time is short
enough to be considered complete immediately.
As energy consumption is a consequence of functionality and
time, it is reasonable to model variable-time functionalities by
their average power consumption, while modeling constant-
time functionalities by their average energy consumption.
A hardware model of such a component can consist of a FSM.
All variable-time functionalities form the set of states of the
FSM. The constant time functionalities and completion signals
form transitions. Further transitions can be added to switch
states as necessary.
A hardware driver creates a software interface to the hard-
ware functionalities. It makes sure that all required functional-
ities become available as software routines. Additionally, there
must be software routines to handle the diverse interrupt sig-
nals of the peripheral hardware.
This means, independently of the knowledge of an FSM
model, a device driver developer incorporates all routines that
resemble the transitions of such a model.
coherence of model
and driver
A hardware model and a software driver implemented inde-
pendently are called incoherent in the further text, as the syntax
of the software interface does not necessarily enable a map-
ping to a hardware model. This creates a semantic gap, as it is
hard to transfer new or changed model properties (e.g., power
consumption annotation) between model and code. Figure 6.1
illustrates this on the left side.
To achieve a coherent implementation, there must be a map-
ping between hardware events (transitions) and code locations.
If this mapping occurs either as code annotations, automaton
annotations or in a separate mapping structure is implementa-
tion specific. In the following text, model annotations to code
locations are used.
Coherence closes the semantic gap, so that information can
be transferred from model to code algorithmically.
6.3 automata models
The foundation of the proposed driver concept is an automa-
ton model that describes a hardware component as a state ma-
chine. The approach shown here is restricted to variable-time
functionalities that use IRQ signaling schemes, and immedi-
ate constant-time operations. For components requiring explicit
timings, automata extensions like PTA models [4, 8] can be
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(b) Coherent driver
Figure 6.1: The classic implementation (left) showing the lack of co-
herence between the hardware and the software layer,
while the right side closes the semantic gap and allows
for synchronization of model data and implementati .
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Figure 6.2: Partial model for a CC1200 transceiver. fRX and fTX are
parameter specific and can be measured for a static device
configuration (see Chapter 7).
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Figure 6.3: Removing a timed transition
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used, but require a more complex software implementation and
system timers.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of an automaton with energy
annotations. As shown, transitions between SLEEP, IDLE, TX,
and RX are handled explicitly, while the return path from TX
to IDLE is handled by an ISR.
The automata model uses three types of transitions:
1. Software-triggered transitions can be assigned to a code lo-
cation, typically a subroutine/function, and may include
parameters or other data required for utilizing the hard-
ware.
2. Interrupt-triggered transitions can be assigned to interrupt
service routines.
3. Time-triggered transitions can be assigned to a code loca-
tion, typically a stub or the end of a subroutine/function.
Time-triggered transitions are used when state changes
occur within the device at a constant time after entering a
state. These transitions can often be replaced, as constant
timing leads to constant energy consumption (see below).
To reduce the model size, intermittent states that automat-
ically transit back to the originating state by using a time-
triggered transition can be replaced by a transition back to the
originator if the energy consumption of the state is constant
(Figure 6.3). This is a prevalent case for devices with standard
actions, like single-value measurements or transmissions of a
constant amount of data.
Formally, the used automaton is a tuple
A = 〈S, S0,Σ, L, T, N, E, P〉 with the following components:
• S, the finite set of states
• S0 ∈ S, the initial state
• Σ, the input alphabet (hardware events)
• L, the finite set of code locations
• T : S× Σ→ S, the transition function
• N : S× Σ→ C, code location assignments
• E : S× Σ→ R≥0, the transition energy (in joules)
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• P : S→ R≥0, the power consumption of states (in watts)
Optionally, the tuple can be extended by components of
timed automata: T = 〈C, G, R〉
• C is the finite set of clocks
• G : S × Σ → B(C) is the clock guard assignment, with
B(C) being a set of constraints on clocks
• R : S × Σ → P(C) is the clock reset assignment, with
P(C) being the power set of C
6.3.1 Modeling CPU Energy Consumption
Accurate energy models for CPUs are hardly available due to
the complexity of these devices. However, for small scale (8 and
16 bit low power, single-core MCUs), reasonable results can be
achieved by modeling the active mode and sleep modes as FSM.
This allows to use the same modeling scheme for the CPU and
for periphery devices.
To create coherence, code locations must be identified where
mode changes occur. These are either imperative mode changes,
or they may occur as a side-effect. Multiple imperative mode
changes have to be refactored so that a single code location
exists for model assignment. These transitions typically occur
when the scheduler idles, i.e. when no process or task is cur-
rently runnable.
The MCU usually returns from sleep modes by interrupt re-
quests, either issued by an internal timer or by a peripheral
device. In many operating systems, all interrupt requests are
handled by a central handler function that distributes the con-
trol flow to designated device handlers, so that a single location
typically exists.
Depending on the used programming language, CPU related
management functions can be segregated into a distinct class
or module to resemble the structure of a driver. This eases the
process of instrumentation, as CPU related code locations can
be treated in the same way as periphery related locations. As
an example, imperative transitions to idle and a general IRQ
handler stub can be created in a CPU class, just as device driver
specific functions and IRQ handlers would reside in a driver
class.
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6.4 driver instrumentation
In the following, the term instrumentation is used to describe the
process of extending driver implementations by model specific
interfaces and functionalities.
In the approach discussed here, the Kratos operating system
[16] was used. Kratos is written in C++ and employs the aspect-
oriented language extension AspectC++ [69, 70]. Device drivers
are encapsulated each in an own class, and public methods
form the application programming interface (API) of the driver.
Additionally, drivers inherit virtual functions for interrupt han-
dling. Similarly, CPU related interfaces are encapsulated in a
CPU class.
AspectC++ uses an own language called pointcut expression
to identify code locations by class names, inheritance schemes,
class methods, function arguments, attributes and/or call pat-
terns. Thus, a pointcut expression denotes a set of code loca-
tions which are called joinpoints.
An advice assigns code to insert or replace at joinpoints as de-
nominated by a pointcut expression. An aspect is a set of related
advices.
This process of insertion or replacement is called code weav-
ing, and occurs transparently at build time before the actual
C++ compiler is run. Using AspectC++ shows negligible re-
source overhead when used for highly resource-constrained
systems [45].
AspectC++ helps to keep up the separation of concerns
paradigm: For each transition, the assigned code location
can be used to synthesize a transition advice, which inserts
model specific instrumentation code into the driver. The orig-
inal source code is never touched. Instead, a set of additional
code advices is generated from the model “on the fly” and
inserted when building the code.
For the following analysis, two levels of instrumentation
were used: Data instrumentation applies static energy and
power consumption data to the driver, along with respective
access functions and tracking of the current FSM state.
Accounting instrumentation extends the driver further and
incorporates energy accounting, i.e., time tracking code for all
device states, and energy calculations. The calculation results
become available to power management modules on higher sys-
tem levels.
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6.5 evaluation
In this section, the overheads of instrumented drivers are com-
pared to their uninstrumented counterparts within the Kratos
operating system.
To show the feasibility of energy accounting on ULP systems
using the proposed method, code size, memory consumption,
and energy overhead are examined.
As a quality measure, the accuracy of the counting approach
is evaluated by comparing accounted energy consumption to
external measurements.
6.5.1 Data Instrumentation: Data Size
Data instrumentation inserts static energy and power informa-
tion to drivers. The information is stored in data arrays. To al-
low a basic assignment between driver functionalities and en-
ergy model, the instrumentation aspect extends device drivers
by state-tracking code. By that, the current FSM state of the
driver is accessible as a number representing an array-index of
the power consumption array.
Static energy data can be represented as one value per tran-
sition plus one value per state. For the evaluation setup, 32 bit
unsigned integers were used to represent power values in nJ
(for transitions) and energy values in nW (for states).
The static data overhead for a driver is represented in Equa-
tion 6.1, with S being the number of states and T the number
of transitions.
Mtextdriver = (S + T) · 4 B (6.1)
6.5.2 Data Instrumentation: Memory and Code Size
To show a practical example for the code size of our approach,
an existing driver in the operating system was chosen that
was thoroughly tested before: The serial peripheral interface (SPI)
driver is a base communication driver for many devices wired
in actually existing setups. The driver model consists of three
states and three transitions.
The resulting segment sizes were analyzed and are shown
in Table 6.1 for both implementations. The additional code size
in the text segment is 52 bytes. According to Equation 6.1, the
driver needs 24 B. The remaining 28 B are consumed by the ad-
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Implementation text bss sum
original 8140B 1888B 10028B
instrumented 8192B 1890B 10082B
Table 6.1: Segment sizes in bytes of the compiled .elf files for an ap-
plication using SPI with original and instrumented driver.
ditional code in the transition functions, which is responsible
for maintaining a variable to store the current state, and by the
getter functions of the energy-aware API.
The bss segment has grown by two bytes, because it bears
the variable that keeps the current state.
There was no need for additional stack space when a tran-
sition was called. Only a small amount of time (a few cycles,
depending on compiler optimizations) for storing the current
state in the state variable was consumed.
In conclusion, the additional amount of resources required to
insert basic energy-awareness functions into a driver are negli-
gible.
6.5.3 Energy Accounting: Memory and Code Size
As energy accounting incorporates more complex behavior into
a device driver, the static memory overhead in the text and the
BSS segments was analyzed. The text segment represents the
increase in code size of the executable binary, while the BSS
segment is used for storing variables.
The increase in code size is a result of the following algorithm
at the beginning of each transition:
1. load current time (ticks)
2. load stored time stamp (ticks)
3. substract stored time stamp from current time
4. store current time as new time stamp
5. load the previous state from the state variable
6. load the transition power consumptions for the previous
state from the data array
7. multiply the power consumption and the result from step
3
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8. add result to driver energy consumed
9. load the energy costs for the transition from the data array
10. add transition energy cost to driver energy consumed.
11. store the succeeding state number in the state variable
Thus, one time-stamp and one energy variable (64 bit each)
is additionally required per driver. As shown before, a 32 bit
integer variable is used to save the current state.
Depending on the used MCU hardware, compiler optimiza-
tions, driver and model structure, and the size number of tran-
sition functions, the relative overhead varies.
To gain a practical impression, the memory segments of com-
piled drivers for the MSP430 architecture with and without ac-
counting instrumentation was observed. Table 6.2 shows the
text and BSS segment sizes for the CPU driver and a display
driver (Sharp-96 LCD).
Configuration text BSS sum
Display accounting 624B 18B 642B
CPU accounting 588B 18 B 606B
Both 1160B 36 B 1196B
Table 6.2: Incremental memory requirements for different energy ac-
counting configurations.
From these results, the text segment overhead of the account-
ing instrumentation can be roughly estimated as follows:
Mtextacct = n · 470 B + 22 B ·
n
∑
i=1
Ei (6.2)
Whereas n is the number of drivers and Ei is the number of
transitions of a distinct driver. Of course, these numbers can
only give an impression, since the actual costs for each opera-
tion vary by all implementation details
The overhead of the accounting is mainly a result of the
compiler-generated large data word operations (32 and 64 bit
on a 16-bit machine), that are necessary to calculate time and
energy values within reasonable accuracy bounds.
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6.5.4 Accuracy
As a testbed for achievable accuracy, a Texas Instruments EXP-
MSP430FR5969 “Launchpad” was used. According to existing
driver implementations and data sheets, FSM models were cre-
ated for CPU, a Sharp-96 display, and a TI CC1200EMK-868-930
transceiver. The models were annotated with average energy
values gathered during a process of driving each component
through their respective FSM states, while logging the state
transitions and energy consumptions using the MIMOSA plat-
form (see Chapter 4).
The used drivers had the following functionalities:
msp430fr5969 : The CPU, driven at 16 MHz, was modeled in
two states: Idle and active, as described in Section 6.3.1.
sharp-96 : A fully functional driver for the 96x96px dot ma-
trix display, including initialization, hardware screen
clearing, and writing pixel data. Font display and
scrolling is handled in the application layer.
cc1200emk-868-930 : The driver was configured for trans-
mission only, and all radio parameters were fixed, so that
the model was reduced to an idle and a transmit (TX)
state.
For the evaluation, three applications were implemented for
utilizing periphery and CPU. While the applications were run-
ning, the energy consumption of all components was contin-
uously logged. Additionally, calculated energy accounting re-
sults were frequently transferred over a cabled serial (UART)
connection. During these data transfers, all energy measure-
ments and accountings were paused.
Table 6.3 shows the minimum and maximum relative error
and accuracy of all models for the components. The relative
error is calculated as shown in Equation 6.3. The (complemen-
tary) accuracy measure is: 1− εtotal(n).
εtotal(t) =
∣∣∣∣ p(t)m(t) − 1
∣∣∣∣ (6.3)
Application 1: Display initialization
This application triggers the base functionalities of the display:
Turning the device on and staying idle for a while, followed by
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error accuracy
Component min max min max
CPU 0.01% 5.9% 94.1% 99.99%
Display 2.9% 9.8% 90.2% 92.1%
CPU+Display 0.1% 5.6% 94.4% 99.9%
CC1200 0.00% 2.8% 97.2% 100.0%
Table 6.3: Minimum and maximum cumulative error and accuracy
during both experiments.
a continuous write of pixel data. The application ends by issu-
ing a clear-screen and power-off cycle. The application required
27 s to run.
The results of the measurements and accounting are shown
in 6.4 and 6.5. The different phases of the application are clearly
visible. Figure 6.6 compares measured and accounted values.
Figure 6.6 shows the relative accuracy of the accounting for
this application, according to Equation 6.3.
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Figure 6.4: Application 1: Display energy consumption for initializa-
tion, continuous write, screen clearing and power-off.
Application 2: Display output
To evaluate extensive display usage patterns, a print function
was implemented that is able to copy characters from a bitmap
font to the display memory. The print function also implements
cursor management and scrolling. The application uses it for
continuous text output, thus causing extensive data transfers
to the display. Each write cycle is followed by an idle phase
that lets the display hold the still image. The idle phase was
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Figure 6.5: Application 1: CPU energy consumption
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Figure 6.6: Application 1: Model accuracy
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continuously increased from 1 ms to 1 s in each iteration. The
application stops after 30 min.
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Figure 6.7: Application 2: Display energy consumption at repeated
heavy duty write cycles alternated by increasing hold
times.
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Figure 6.8: Application 2: CPU energy consumption
Application 3: Radio transmissions
With this application, an evaluation of different data transmis-
sion patterns was performed. It sends clusters of data packets
using the CC1200. Each cluster contains packets of varying size,
starting from 8 bytes payload, and increasing to 48 bytes, then
decreasing to 8 bytes again. The idle time between the packets
of a cluster increases, from 1 ms to 29 ms. A cluster is sent three
times consequently. The whole experiment took about 2.3 min.
Model accuracy: Conclusion
The comparison of energy accounting and energy measure-
ments showed different accuracies for different devices: The en-
ergy consumption of a CC1200 transceiver could be accounted
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Figure 6.9: Application 2: Model accuracy
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Figure 6.10: Application 3: CC1200 energy consumption
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Figure 6.11: Application 3: Model accuracy
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with a maximum error of below 3%. Similar results could be
achieved for the CPU energy consumption: Depending on the
task, the error was below 6% in the worst case. Only the Sharp-
96 display – due to its very low power consumption and the
resulting measurement/modeling error – continuously yielded
a higher error of 9.8%.
6.5.5 Time and Energy Overhead of the Accounting
The energy consumption of power-management implementa-
tions is an essential measure for its usability: To become bene-
ficial, decisions of the power management must enable higher
energy savings than the implied overhead.
To measure the time overhead imposed by energy accounting,
the internal timers of the CPU and the external energy mea-
surement equipment was used. Certain events, like the start of
a transition, were signaled to the external measurement equip-
ment on an I/O line of the MCU. Both internal and external
measurements showed an additional CPU utilization per tran-
sition of 58 µs on a 16 MHz driven MSP430-FR5969, or 928 CPU
cycles, which consumed an average energy of 138 nJ.
The presented applications show both good and bad exam-
ples for imposed overheads: The implementation of the Sharp-
96 display driver was deliberately chosen to yield extremely
high overheads by accounting every pixel-line written on the
display. Here, so many driver calls were performed that not
only the energy accounting, but also the driver invocation it-
self became inefficient. Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8 show that
the CPU, i.e. the component where the accounting is running,
is the most energy-hungry device in the system, while the ac-
counted periphery itself requires only 1/50 of the energy. This
scenario was chosen, because is delivers the most reliable in-
formation about the feasible accuracy of the model: The low
energy consumption of the display ranges at the lower limits
of the measurement scale, and the vast number of calls creates
statistical stability.
Table 6.4 shows the energy consumption of the accounting
instrumentation was ≈1400 mJ, thus ranging at ≈46% of the
whole system’s energy consumption of 3059 mJ.
In an actual system implementation, a whole-screen update
call is more efficient, as it performs one energy accounting it-
eration for all 96 pixel lines. This would range the efficiency of
the implementation into reasonable dimensions.
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The third application made 14268 transition calls to the ra-
dio driver to transmit 7134 packages. By that, the overhead of
the accounting implementation summarizes to 1.9 mJ. This is
0.04% of the overall energy consumption of 4.07 J during the
run time. In this situation, the driver instrumentation can be
considered beneficial, assuming that the information gathered
by the accounting leads to intelligent run-time decisions on a
higher level power-management system.
transitions driver
overhead
overall
consump-
tion
%
CC1200 14268 1.9 mJ 4070 mJ 0.04
Display ≈ 106 1400 mJ 3059 mJ 45.77
Table 6.4: Energy consumptions and overheads of both experiments
6.6 chapter summary
This chapter presented a concept of modeling the energy con-
sumption of peripheral devices and the CPU of a ULP system.
The modeling concept is based on finite-state machines with
additional cost annotations. To correlate device activities with
device-driver source code, a concept of model-to-code coher-
ence was presented.
The resulting models can be used to extend existing device
drivers by model-instrumentation code. This code can serve
different purposes, from implementing an energy-consumption
database, to online accounting of device energy consumptions,
over to measurement specific code, as will be shown in the next
chapter.
In a set of evaluation scenarios, AspectC++ was used to in-
strument different device drivers of the Kratos operating sys-
tem by energy-consumption data and by accounting function-
alities. The instrumented drivers were used to measure the im-
posed overheads in code size, memory usage, run-time and en-
ergy consumption. Additionally, the model accuracy was deter-
mined by a comparison of energy accounting results and paral-
lel energy measurements.
The results showed that the presented scheme has low over-
heads, but the total number of driver calls has to be considered
when instrumenting for energy accounting: The lowest over-
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heads were measured for device functions that consume more
energy than the CPU. For functions with lower device energy
consumptions than that of the CPU during a driver call, the ac-
counting can become malicious, because the accounting results
are calculated by the CPU. Here, the instrumentation should be
avoided.
The model concept yields a fair accuracy. In all experiments,
the maximum error never exceeded 10% for a device at the
lower limits of the measurement range. The best model, for the
CC1200 transceiver, never exceeded an error of 3%.
7
A U T O M AT E D M O D E L A N N O TAT I O N
7.1 introduction
In Chapter 6, a method was proposed to describe the energy
consumption of CPU and periphery devices of an ULP system
as cost-annotated FSM models.
Such a FSM model is derived from two sources: First, a de-
scription of the device functionality and interface, typically the
device data sheet or a pre-existing driver, to derive the struc-
ture of the FSM. Second, measured energy values to annotate
costs.
However, generating reproducible energy consumption val-
ues is a tedious endeavor: Next to the complex measurement
setup, it requires an application that triggers all transitions of
a FSM, and additionally signals the transitioning to external
equipment for synchronizing the measurement results.
After measurements are completed, the resulting data must
be analyzed. The result of the analysis must resemble time-
dependent power consumptions of the FSM states, and energy
values for the transitions.
All these steps require a high amount of expertise and time.
Thus, automating the measurement and analysis process is es-
sential to create reproducible cost annotations with reasonable
effort.
Figure 7.1 shows the whole process, from implementing
drivers and measurement applications, over instrumentation,
deployment and measurement, to data analysis and cost an-
notation. As shown, most steps leading to an annotated model
require manual work.
However, the steps of creating a measurement application,
compiling, deploying, analyzing the results and (re-) annotat-
ing the model will be automated in the following sections. This
leads to a measurement system, where only the tasks of devel-
oping the device drivers (without respect to the model) and the
coherent model structure (without cost annotations) are neces-
sary manual work.
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Figure 7.1: Process of manually generating cost annotations for en-
ergy models.
As the compilation and deployment steps are usually trivial
to automate by scripting, they will not be addressed any further
in this thesis.
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7.1.1 Contribution
This chapter presents a system design of an automated mea-
surement and analysis tool chain for the creation of energy
models and the instrumentation of device drivers.
The most important contributions of this chapter are:
• The synthesis of a measurement application that explores
the FSM model of a peripheral device.
• The assembly of a measurement loop for measuring the
energy consumption of a system under test.
• The automated analysis and refinement of cost annota-
tions, and the automated re-instrumentation of drivers to
achieve measurement and refinement cycles.
7.2 semi-automated application synthesis
The synthesis of the measurement application is based on a run
sheet for the automaton model: It contains a list of transitions
to be executed in the given order, grouped in experiment runs.
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Each experiment run is started by a driver initialization and
iterates over a path of the model.
The run sheet can be generated automatically when the fol-
lowing assumptions apply: First, there is a transition (and
driver function) available, leading from any state to an initial-
ization state, i.e., the hardware can always be reset or initialized.
Second, all states can be reached after initialization.
In this case, all non-cyclic paths from initialization to any
state can be found by a cycle free depth-first search.
In the set of found paths for all states, any path that is con-
tained as sub-path within another path can be removed, as the
energy model is independent of a transition history. Every re-
maining path forms an experiment run.
It is advisable to check and manually adapt the run sheet as
necessary, especially if hardware requirements might impose
restrictions that are not part of the model.
To synchronize the measurement equipment with transitions,
the instrumentation aspects are extended to insert code for
online-communication with external equipment via I/O pins
of the MCU.
As shown in Figure 7.2, the instrumentation code can log
energy accounting values, if cost-annotations were already in-
serted into the model. In this case, the analysis tools compare
measurement and accounting results to validate the model and
to create a measure for model quality.
After one loop iteration, a valid and stable model should ex-
ist. However, if there are large deviations when repeating the
loop, this is an indicator for either structural faults in the model
or an indeterministic hardware setup.
7.3 automated analysis : static model
In its basic functionality, the analysis tool reads measurement
values from the measurement platform and relates them to tran-
sitions and states. This assumes constant power consumption in
the states and constant energy consumption in the transitions,
thus leading to a static model that ignores function parameters
of driver calls. This assumption implies that function parame-
ters to device driver calls only influence the duration of a state
(and with that, also its energy consumption), but not its power
consumption.
Static modeling was used in Chapter 6. This form of model-
ing is highly application specific, as it does not allow for recon-
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figuration of energy relevant hardware parameters. However, it
shows low overhead in CPU resources when used for energy
accounting.
To gain a static model, several values are continuously cal-
culated and logged for each step in the run sheet during the
measurement cycle, e.g., the duration of the former state, the
duration of the transition, the average power consumption of
the former transition, and the energy consumption of the tran-
sition.
The resulting log is analyzed after the whole run sheet was
processed, and averaged power and energy consumptions, and
further statistical measures (minimum and maximum values,
standard deviations, etc.), are calculated for each state and tran-
sition. The toolchain finally creates a new model, consisting of
the structural model that was used as input, extended by cost
annotations. This model can be used to re-iterate the process
for verification or accuracy measurement (by comparison of ac-
counted values vs. measured values).
Finally, the generated model can be used for the intended
purpose by instrumenting the device driver as required.
7.4 automated analysis : dynamic model
The work presented in the following section is mainly con-
tributed by Daniel Friesel [31] in our collaborative research, and
without any claims to his (ongoing) work in this field, a brief
overview is given here for completeness.
A dynamic approach extends the static model with func-
tion parameters of device driver method calls, and uses regres-
sion methods to determine the parameter influence. This makes
these models more flexible (and less application specific) than
static models, but leads to considerably higher overheads. How-
ever, dynamic models can be used to derive static models for a
specific configuration.
To model the energetic influence of driver function argu-
ments, the cost annotation scheme of the FSM model must be
extended to represent a cost function instead of a numeric con-
stant, and the run sheet must be extended for parameter ranges.
The synthesized measurement application iterates through the
power set of these ranges. The resulting data is analyzed in
three steps:
1. Identification: In this phase, all arguments influencing
the energy consumption are selected. For this purpose,
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reference measurements are taken while keeping the ob-
served argument constant. Afterwards, the observed argu-
ment is varied throughout several iterations. If the varied
argument leads to an energy consumption that is out of
the noise bounds of the reference measurements, the ob-
served argument is considered as influencing.
2. Single-argument regression: The cost function for a sin-
gle argument is identified by using eight regression meth-
ods (linear, logarithmic, shifted logarithmic, exponential,
square, fraction, root, one-bit count). The function f (~p)
with the lowest sum of squared residuals (SSR) is chosen for
the next step.
3. Multi-argument regression: All identified functions
f (~p) ∈ F are combined within a compound function of
the form shown in Equation 7.1. The coefficients for this
functions are determined using regression while minimiz-
ing the error. The result is the assumed cost function.
g(~p) = ∑
F′∈P(F)
aF′ · ∏
f∈F′
f (~p)
 (7.1)
7.5 evaluation
This section will discuss the results of automated dynamic mod-
eling approaches in comparison to static modeling by using a
dynamic scenario. A discussion of model accuracy for a purely
static configuration is found in Chapter 6.
The automatic measurement and analysis of data was eval-
uated by creating energy models of two radio transceivers
(TI CC1200, nRF24L01+), a low-power I2C temperature sensor
(LM75B), and a synthetic peripheral with programmable power
consumption behavior.
Both transceivers contain an IDLE, RX, TX and SLEEP state.
For the evaluation of the dynamic model approach, three ad-
justable parameters were present: Transmission power, bit rate
and transmitted data length.
Table 7.1 shows the determined influence of parameters on
model attributes and the model error both for static and dy-
namic model attributes. The model error was assessed using
200 Monte-Carlo cross-validation runs. Data was split into 2/3
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model attribute
influencing error
data rate payload length tx power static model
CC1200 TX power X X X 12 % 0.7 %
CC1200 TX time X X – 87 % 0.1 %
CC1200 RX power X X – 0.2 % <0.1 %
nRF24 TX power X – X 34 % 1.2 %
nRF24 TX time X – – 16 % <0.1 %
nRF24 RX power X – – 2.2 % <0.1 %
Table 7.1: Symmetric model error of static and parameter-aware (right) model at-
tributes for CC1200 and nRF24 transceivers in Monte-Carlo cross valida-
tion. Parameter influence is shown in the middle.
for training and 1/3 for validation. Figure 6.2 shows an auto-
matically measured PTA model for the CC1200 transceiver.
static error
deviation from
Chapter 6
The presented error for the static model widely deviates
from the given error in Chapter 6, where the error was less
than 3%, because fixed parameters for bit rate and transmission
power where used in that chapter. In contrast, this chapter uses
variable function parameters to compare static and dynamic
modeling.
The results show that parameters significantly influence en-
ergy consumption, occasionally in unexpected ways. For exam-
ple, it was expected that the power consumption during TX is
constant for the CC1200, and payload length would only influ-
ence the energy consumption through TX duration. Actually,
even the power depends on the payload length. It turned out
that the CC1200 has a fixed preamble with separately set trans-
mission power, so the preamble/payload duration ratio (and
hence TX power) also depends on the payload size. In contrast,
the nRF24 transmissions use a fixed packet length by default, so
the energy consumption of a packet transmission is completely
independent of payload length.
With the synthetic peripheral, several functions for state
power consumption were tested. The used function was reli-
ably detected within less than 0.7 % model error. Even in a
pessimistic parameter-aware cross-validation setting (i.e., the
parameter combinations of training and validation set are mu-
tually exclusive, which is rarely the case in real-world usage),
correct functions were determined in at least 90 % of cases, and
model error did not exceed 1.4 %.
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For most parameter-independent transceiver states and the
temperature sensor, model errors below 0.8 % were observed
for state power consumption. The only exceptions were the
CC1200 SLEEP state, showing random deviations of 7 % inde-
pendent of the parameter settings, and few ultra-low-power
states which suffered from limited accuracy of the available
measurement equipment. Absolute errors were below 1.2 µW
here.
Modeled transition energy showed errors of 1 to 10 % (5 µJ)
and transition duration up to 2.5 %. Only errors for transitions
longer than 100 µs were correctly measured, as the horizontal
accuracy of the measurement equipment was limited to this. As-
suming an average of two transitions per second, overall model
error was below 1.5 %.
7.6 chapter summary
This chapter presented an approach to automate large parts of
creating energy model annotations for periphery components.
By using the methods presented in Chapter 6, an instrumenta-
tion mechanism was presented that is able to signal state tran-
sitions to external measurement equipment. With a structural
(unannotated) FSM model and an ordered list of transitions as
input, an application was synthesized on top of the Kratos op-
erating system to drive a target node through all relevant states
and transitions.
This combination enables the automated measurement and
data analysis with external equipment. Static, averaged cost an-
notations (as used in Chapter 6) can be derived directly from
this data.
In current, ongoing research, regression methods are used
to also incorporate dependencies to device-driver function pa-
rameters for creating dynamic models. The evaluation section
shows first results for model accuracy of dynamic models.
However, dynamic models impose higher overheads than static
models, but they can be used to derive static models for a given
hardware configuration.
8
P R A C T I C A L A P P L I C AT I O N S
This chapter presents two practical applications of the concepts
discussed in this thesis.
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8.1 solar doorplate
8.1.1 Project Group
The Solar Doorplate (SDP) was established as a student project
group led by Olaf Spinczyk, Alexander Lochmann and me, task-
ing students to design hardware and software for an energy
autonomous, radio connected door plate [76]. Twelve students
worked on the project for one year (Jan Böcker, Timo Cramer,
Daniel Friesel, Sebastian Lukas Hauer, Michael Müller, Todor
Nikolov, Benedikt Ruthenberg, Daniel Smit, Merlin Stampa,
Martin Strzelczyk, David Tondorf, Franz-Bernhard Tuneke).
The focused application of the door plates is the display of
the occupation of seminar rooms and of up-to date information
about the presence of staff employees. For that, the door plates
have to be updated frequently via radio.
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8.1.2 Node Hardware
Figure 8.1 shows a single door plate that consists of an MSP430
based controller platform, equipped with a flexible PVC tape,
a light intensity sensor and an ePaper display. The devices use
super capacitors as energy buffers.
The first prototype was implemented on the pre-existing
PhyNode platform (see Section 8.2), and used the existing LCD
screen. Then, the feature-rich PhyNode platform was conse-
quently stripped down to the minimum necessary components.
After extensive energy measurements with Mimosa (see
Chapter 4), the display, PVC and radio receiver were exchanged
to better suit the purpose of a door plate. Figure 8.2 shows the
final set of circuit boards. The device is constructed in a way
that allows the boards to be folded behind the display.
8.1.3 Network
The Solar Doorplate (SDP) network uses a wired hub as central
node. The hub consists of a Raspberry PI micro PC with Linux
as operating system. It employs a web server to deliver an in-
teractive web page as user interface.
All devices of the network are equipped with NRF24
transceivers that work in the 2.4 GHz frequency band. To limit
the listening phases of the PVC powered devices, the hub as-
signs time slots to each node. The time slots are organized on
a minute raster, so that devices can sleep several minutes be-
tween radio phases. Time synchronization occurs by frequent
radio broadcasts from the hub.
8.1.4 Energy Management
To achieve energy state information, each SDP uses two meth-
ods:
First, it estimates the energy income by using a light inten-
sity sensor. To achieve this, a model of sensed light values and
energy income was created offline using data from extensive
measurements.
Second, the Solar Doorplate platform uses energy account-
ing to calculate consumed energy for display updates, radio
transmissions and active CPU phases. This is supported by the
Kratos operating system which was used for all measurements
and evaluations in the recent chapters of this thesis. Kratos is
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Figure 8.1: A Solar Dooplate
Figure 8.2: The Solar Doorplate circuit board stack: NRF24 transceiver
(bottom), Solar Doorplate (middle), display controller
(top), magnetic debug connector (ribbon cable)
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an extension of the OO-StuBS operating system code, which
was created and used for teaching, so that the project-group
students were able to use a software platform already known
to them.
Finally, the SDPs use the gathered values to calculate the en-
ergy buffer charge. The charge level is then sent to the hub
during their transmission periods.
This allows the hub to schedule display updates for each
door plate according to the individual energy level. The main
objective is to avoid interrupted updates of the ePaper display.
ePaper updates take several seconds and require a high amount
of energy. Energy failures during this time would lead to un-
readable, random display images.
8.1.5 Challenges
The development of the SDP platform issued several challenges
to the state of the art in energy-aware embedded-system en-
gineering. First of all, energy income and use had to be thor-
oughly balanced. To achieve this, a plethora of different periph-
eral devices like displays, radio transceivers and PVCs was ex-
tensively examined. As an example, to determine the correct
PVC size, type, and angle that allows for indoor-use with neon
tube illumination, income measurements under changing light
intensity, color and angle were performed over several weeks
using a measurement device crafted only for this purpose.
The high measurement effort that was necessary for all hard-
ware components intensified the demand for low-cost income
measurements and automated measurement methods within
the Kratos tool chain. This led to the solutions presented in
Chapters 5 and 7.
Finally, the project group members had to create an energy
efficient network protocol and an energy policy for the hub.
Only the accurate knowledge of the energy consumption in
each state of the used transceiver hardware enabled the opti-
mization for both energy and latency.
8.2 phynetlab
PhyNetLab is an endeavor of the Fraunhofer IML institute in
Dortmund to create PVC powered cyber-physical sensor net-
works for to support logistical processes in Industry 4.0 scenar-
ios.
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Figure 8.3: A fully equipped PhyNode, consisting of outer frame (MNB) and in-
ner board (SSB). Visible is the PVC (top left), LCD display (top right),
wakeup receiver loop (bottom right) and transceiver with circuit-board
antenna (bottom left).
PhyNetLab consist of a number of computational nodes, the
PhyNodes, with different hardware configurations. Each node
consists of two circuit boards: A central swappable slave board
(SSB), which contains all components of the actual node, and
an master network board (MNB), which allows to control and ob-
serve the SSB during experiments. The circuit boards are shown
in Figure 8.3.
8.2.1 Hardware
A PhyNode SSB consist of a variety of partly optional compo-
nents, with the most important listed in Table 8.1.
The MNB is powered by an own battery and uses a Zig-
Bee channel to provide health-data, experiment meta-data and
firmware management for the PhyNode. It is connected to the
slave board by an 8-pin connector. Special care has been taken
to decouple the energy consumption of the SSB from the MNB.
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CPU Texas Instruments MSP430FR-5969
PVC Solems 07/072/048 (4 V, indoor use)
Power management BQ25570 power point tracker and bat-
tery charger, power management IC
with programmable output voltages
Energy buffer A variety of optional buffers, depend-
ing on board version (lithium batter-
ies of different capacities, super capac-
itors)
Sensors Ambient light intensity (incl. infrared),
ambient RGB colour, two temperature
sensors, 3-axis accelerometer
Display (optional) Sharp 400 x 240 px memory
LCD
User interaction 4 pushbuttons
Communication Texas Instruments CC1200 sub 1 GHz
ISM band transceiver
Other (optional) 125 kHz wakeup receiver
Table 8.1: The most important PhyNode SSB components.
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Figure 8.4: PhyNetLab shelf setup for a machine learning student competition.
8.2.2 Software
PhyNodes can be run by any binary compatible firmware. For
contributions of the author’s scientific work group, the Kratos
operating system was used [28, 52], deploying energy aware
concepts and device drivers as discussed within this thesis.
During the 2018 Summer School event of the collaborative
research center SFB 876 of the DFG, the PhyNetLab hosted
the environment for a student competition: The participants
were challenged to analyze formerly collected sensor data of
20 PhyNodes, and to develop an algorithm and PhyNode im-
plementation to localize a PhyNode’s position within a grid of
discrete shelf locations. The shelf setup is shown in Figure 8.4.
The given sensor data included light and color values, tem-
peratures, accelerometer data, and received-signal-strength indi-
cator (RSSI) data from signals transmitted by three positional
beacons. To normalize the values to daily environmental varia-
tions, two PhyNodes were kept as reference in fixed positions
at the far ends of the aisle, and their sensor values were continu-
ously available via radio transmissions during the competition.
The students implemented their solution to self-localization
within a preconfigured Kratos development environment. By
that they had access to all sensors using the instrumented
Kratos device drivers. The given radio protocols allowed them
to read the data of the reference nodes.
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Energy accounting
values were used as
a performance
measure.
The software framework offered a function to transmit the
final localization result via radio. The result data included en-
ergy values from the energy accounting device drivers. It thus
became possible to use energy consumption as a second perfor-
mance measure for the participant ranking.
The reference solution for the given scenario was published
[52].
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S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N
This chapter discusses the research questions and the thesis
statement presented in Chapter 1.
9.1 research questions
9.1.1 Measurement and Modeling
“ What are reasonable methods to measure andmodel energy consumptions of components of ULPembedded systems? What is the possible accuracy of
such models? Can they be applied to operating sys-
tem software to account energy consumption, and
what is the energetic overhead of this?
Research questions, Chapter 1 ”
The measurement of energy consumption of ultra low power
system components has shown a nontrivial set of problems: A
practical measurement setup requires a high resolution in both
horizontal (time) and vertical (power) direction. As long-time
measurements over several minutes are required, energy mea-
surement is also memory intensive. Additionally, the measure-
ments need to be synchronized and annotated with hardware
and software events of the measurement platform under test.
Market ready solutions to this do partially exist, in form of
oscilloscopes (usually with a very limited set of input channels
and special requirements for long time measurements), special-
ized measurement equipment (usually designed for a different
purpose, like battery modeling, often lacking digital inputs), or
simple shunt based solution with inappropriate precision. At
the time being, the most suitable device for the purpose of ul-
tra low power measurement range in a price segment above
e 10,000, and still require compromises. The price range limits
the possibilities of measuring many components in parallel.
The findings in Chapter 4 show that accurate energy measur-
ing for the given purpose is possible to achieve and inexpen-
sive, with prototype costs below e 200. However, this requires
re-thinking the approach to measurement: The proposed MI-
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MOSA approach is a source measurement unit, replacing the orig-
inal power source. It compensates the drop of voltage occurring
at a measurement shunt by an active voltage stabilizer compo-
nent, and uses analog integration circuits to improve average
accuracy while reducing the amount of measurement data.
With precise measurements, energy annotated finite state ma-
chine models were presented in Chapter 6. Transitions of these
models can be assigned to code locations of existing device
drivers, and by aspect oriented programming and code synthe-
sis, energy accounting drivers were instantiated. This method
showed that the energy models can reach an accuracy of over
90% (over 98% for some devices) in comparison to energy mea-
surements. If the model is applied thoroughly, the overheads of
this method are negligible, especially for the largest power con-
sumers of a system. However, with excessive call patterns and
devices with lower energy consumption than that of the CPU,
the energy overheads of the accounting device drivers can be-
come dominant.
9.1.2 In-Situ Measurement
“ What are efficient and inexpensive online-measurement methods for transiently powered sys-tems? How can they be used to adapt the system
load to energy income? Does this have a positive im-
pact on the system’s up time?
Research questions, Chapter 1 ”
The market for power measurement circuitry offers a variety
of solutions to online power measurement and management.
Among them, there is a plethora of battery charging units, volt-
age converters, energy meters, harvesting solutions and smart
batteries.
However, these components add to price, weight and size of
a system. The impact on the deployment of mobile Industry 4.0
devices can be enormous.
The author of this thesis worked in the collaborative research
center SFB-876, project A4, which was motivated by the vision
of deploying sensor network nodes on several hundred thou-
sands of warehouse containers. Here, the utilization of battery
driven nodes reveals new problem domains: Economy, ecology,
maintenance durations and maintenance costs now become lim-
iting factors for the installation of such an infrastructure. These
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problems are not typical for the research fields of computer sci-
ence and electronic engineering, but need to be solved there.
A core technology that enables battery-free, energy-neutral
system designs is the in-situ measurement of harvested energy
to facilitate the adaptation of energy consumption. Chapter 5
gives an overview of battery-powered system designs in the
state of the art, showing that existing solutions, although being
market ready and working, are ignorant about economic, eco-
logic and maintenance issues. An own solution is proposed in
that chapter, to completely remove the battery and harvester
components and to achieve energy measurements with basic
electronic components, while yielding considerable financial
savings and removing the ecologic impact of batteries. The
shown approach utilizes parasitic effects on the MCU and uses
on-chip timer/counter for flank time measurements. Two effi-
ciency measures were empirically evaluated by an experimenta-
tion setup, showing that the efficiency of the proposed solution
is in the same range as the state of the art in energy neutral sys-
tem design, at lower costs and with reduced component count.
9.1.3 Automatic Model Generation
“ Can energy measurement and modeling be auto-mated to become easily applicable for applicationdevelopers? Can energy aware software be synthe-
sized from these models?
Research questions, Chapter 1 ”
One of the main obstacles in using online energy models is
their limited availability. Creating online models for each com-
ponent is a daunting task that requires understanding of mea-
surement equipment, a structural or functional model derived
from a data sheet, and specialized measurement/benchmark-
ing applications. These applications are necessary to utilize the
hardware of a system under test for facilitating time synchro-
nization of measured data and hardware events. After this com-
plex process, all collected data has to be analyzed and incorpo-
rated into the model to finally add data structures and algo-
rithms into software that reflect the model.
Additionally, the combination of large hardware configura-
tion spaces and the highly limited resources of ultra-low-power
systems pose another challenge: A “one size fits all” approach
does not exist, so the model and its implementation must be re-
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duced to a reasonable subset of the whole configuration space
for a specific application.
With the high complexity of this process, it seems improb-
able that developers will be able to obtain a comprehensive
database of manually crafted online models for their applica-
tions. Here, automatic model generation systems can help to
ease the process, but to the best knowledge of the author, there
is no current state of the art for a combination of external mea-
surements, code analysis and flexible software instrumentation.
The high specialization of research in the respective fields leads
to isolated, highly complex partial solutions that are hard to
combine into a crosscutting approach to automatic modeling
and instrumentation.
The findings in Chapters 4 and 6 prepared for the auto-
mated approach shown in Chapter 7. Here, the structural au-
tomaton models (still manually derived from data sheets or
device driver implementations) are constructed to be coherent
to existing device drivers. This means that model entities can
be mapped to code locations in the driver source code. These
models allow for synthesizing benchmarking applications that
drive the hardware components into each energetic state of the
structural model, while signaling state changes to external mea-
surement equipment.
With such an application running on the target system, auto-
mated energy measurements with the MIMOSA system can be
performed. Afterwards, the collected data can be analyzed auto-
matically: Each data point can be assigned to hardware states,
and by statistical methods and methods of machine learning,
all data points can be cumulated into cost models of scalable
complexity: From simple (low overhead) averaged energy costs
for hardware states and transitions, to complex, detailed mod-
els with high calculation overhead that take the interdepen-
dencies of device driver function call arguments into account.
That means, cost annotations can be generated within minutes,
while requiring low-cost measurement equipment.
The final step is the automated integration of the cost-
annotated model into the device driver. Here, aspect oriented
programming is used to insert (“weave”) source code into the
coherent device driver. This instrumentation code can be set up
for different purposes. During the automated measurements,
this mechanism is used to insert signaling code to external pe-
riphery on driver calls. For final deployment, online energy ac-
counting code was inserted. However, the mechanisms used
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in this thesis allow for any custom instrumentation, like log-
ging driver calls plus energy data, or energy based driver access
schemes for power management.
9.2 conclusion
“ System software that utilizes precise energy modelsto become aware of the electrical energy consump-tion of device components enables efficient power
management solutions. This results in decreased
recharge cycles of existing battery powered solu-
tions. In combination with energy harvesting tech-
nologies, it enables new battery free applications.
Thesis Statement, Chapter 1 ”
The findings presented in this thesis led to a set of systems
used in research and teaching at the TU-Dortmund university.
Chapter 8 is a showcase of some of these systems: A radio net-
work capable digital door tag, that is solely powered by pho-
tovoltaic cells, and a whole cyber-physical system testbed that
allows experiments respecting energy distribution in a large
network of sensor nodes. Chapter 5 demonstrates a low-cost,
battery free sensor network node for illumination sensing.
The research presented here implies two levels of power man-
agement: Low-level approaches use clock-gating, voltage/fre-
quency scaling and power switching for idle components.
The mechanisms and their impact are well researched, and
a plethora of sophisticated management functions is already
transparently implemented in hardware. Thus, the objective for
my research was to create a foundation to high-level power-
management solutions. These solutions are problem or applica-
tion specific, as they exploit the limits of availability, response
time, transmission range, and other measures of quality.
However, high-level decisions require valid information
about system state, currently available power, buffered energy,
and device specific energy consumptions. This led to two lines
of approach: First, online measurement methods to estimate
energy buffer charges and energy income at the lowest costs
and highest efficiency possible. Second, the estimation of en-
ergy expenses by continuous tracking of device driver calls and
sleep modes. Using low-overhead energy models at the device
driver level, all information demands about system state, as-
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sumed/projected energy consumptions and actual energy con-
sumptions can be satisfied.
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A C R O N Y M S
ADC analog to digital converter.
API application programming interface.
BMU battery measurement unit.
CPU central processing unit.
DC direct current.
DFS dynamic frequency scaling.
DUT device under test.
DVFS dynamic voltage and frequency scaling.
FSM finite-state machine.
GPU graphics-processing unit.
IoT Internet of Things.
IRQ interrupt request.
ISR interrupt service routine.
LCD liquid-crystal display.
LED light-emitting diode.
MCU microcontroller unit.
MNB master network board.
MOS metal-oxide semiconductor.
MPP maximum-power point.
MPPT maximum-power-point tracker.
PTA priced timed automata.
PVC photovoltaic cell.
RFID radio-frequency identification.
RMSE root-mean-square error.
RSSI received-signal-strength indicator.
SDP Solar Doorplate.
SMU source measurement unit.
SPI serial peripheral interface.
SSB swappable slave board.
TDM time-division multiplex.
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134 Acronyms
TPS transiently-powered system.
ULP ultra-low power.
VFC voltage-to-frequency converter.
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